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Dr. Wyatt Tee Walker, civil rights icon,
Chief of Staff to Dr. King, dies at 88
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Special to the Trice Edney
News Wire from the
Richmond Free Press

D

r. Wyatt Tee Walker Jr.
did all he could to advance civil rights during
his long life. He is credited with
being the key strategist behind
many of the civil rights protests
that Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
led in seeking to end the racial
injustice of Jim Crow in the
1960s.
During his four years as
Dr. King’s chief of staff, he
helped raise the money for and
orchestrate major civil rights
protests. Dr. Walker came to Dr.
King’s attention after leading
protests against segregation in
Petersburg that resulted in his
repeated arrests. At the time,
he was pastor of Petersburg’s
Gillfield Baptist Church, which
he led for seven years.
On New Year’s Day in 1959,
he led a “Pilgrimage of Prayer”
in Richmond against school
segregation. Dr. Walker’s contributions to justice and freedom in America are being
remembered following his
death Tuesday, Jan. 23, 2018, in
Chester, near Petersburg, where
he lived for the last 14 years.
He was 88.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete at Free Press deadline on Wednesday. The Rev.
Al Sharpton, a family friend,
announced the death of Dr.
Walker, who also was the first
board chairman of Rev. Sharpton’s National Action Network.
“A true giant and irreplaceable leader,” Rev. Sharpton
stated in releasing the infor-

mation on Dr. Walker’s death
on Twitter. “A huge tree has
fallen.”
“America has lost a great
civil rights leader,” said Henry
L. Marsh III, a retired civil
rights attorney who served
as Richmond, Va.'s first African-American mayor and later
as a state senator. “He was a
Virginia civil rights leader
who earned a place on the
national stage. The world is
a better place because of his
presence,” said Mr. Marsh, who
was deeply engaged in attacking
segregation and racial injustice
in the courts.
Dr. Walker spoke against
bigotry and racial oppression
from pulpits in Petersburg,
Atlanta, New York City and
on five continents. He also was
a leading voice in protesting
apartheid in South Africa and
was part of the team that helped
supervise South Africa’s first
free elections in 1994 when
the late Nelson Mandela was
elected that country’s president.
He also advocated for affordable housing and better
schools in New York during his
37 years as the pastor of Canaan Baptist Church of Christ
in Harlem. The grandson of a
former slave, Dr. Walker was
born just before the start of the
Great Depression on Aug. 16,
1929, in Brockton, Mass. He
was the 10th of 11 children of
the Rev. John Wise Walker and
Maude Pinn Walker. His father
read both Greek and Hebrew
and was a member of the 1899
graduating class of Virginia
Union University. His mother
also was a VUU graduate.

Brooklyn car wash sued
for stiffing employees
By J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent

B

rooklyn-based Tropical
Breeze Car Wash has
been hit with a lawsuit
by New York State Attorney
General for allegedly cheating
its employees out of more than
$540,000 in wages and benefits.
Attorney General Eric T.
Schneiderman is seeking nearly $1.6 million in restitution,
damages, and penalties.
The lawsuit filed is in New
York State Supreme Court,
King County against U.S. Auto
Wash, a Tropical Breeze Car
Wash, its owner, Gmuer, and
its managers, Philip Gregory
Gmuer.
“Every worker deserves an
honest day’s pay for an honest day’s work, said Attorney
General Schneiderman. Yet
we allege that Tropical Breeze
Car Wash shamefully stiffed
workers at every turn” said the
Attorney General.
“We are taking them to

Although the family had
little money after his father became pastor of a church in New
Jersey where he grew up, Dr.
Walker said his father instilled
in him his passion for fighting
racial injustice. “My father was
what we called a ‘race man,’”
Dr. Walker said. “He reacted to
anything that smacked of racial
injustice or prejudice. I was under that influence growing up.
He was my first hero.”
Dr. Walker came to Richmond after World War II to start
his studies at VUU. A standout
student who went on to earn
his undergraduate and ministry
degrees at the university, he began his civil rights work while
a student. Refusing to accept
second class status, he often
was put off Richmond street
cars for refusing to move to the
back. After being called to the
Gillfield Baptist Church pulpit
in 1953, he preached, protested
and courted arrest.
The first of his 17 arrests
came when he led a group of
African-Americans through
the whites-only door of the
Petersburg Public Library,
one of his many acts of civil
disobedience. He also served
as president of the Petersburg
Branch NAACP, state director of the Congress of Racial
Equality and founder of the
Petersburg Improvement Association, which was modeled on
the Montgomery Improvement
Association that guided the bus
boycott in 1956 in that Alabama
city.In 1960, Dr. Walker went
to Atlanta to join Dr. King’s
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference as its executive di-

Dr. Wyatt Tee Walker speaks
at Virginia Union University’s
annual Community
Leaders Breakfast in Richmond in January 2008.

a legitimate response to racial
segregation. Dr. Walker also
helped organize the August
1963 March on Washington for
Jobs and Freedom, which was
capped by Dr. King’s “I Have a
Dream” speech.
Historians and those who
worked with Dr. King argue
that Dr. Walker’s management
skills enabled the SCLC to
grow from a largely volunteer
organization into a crucial, professional element of the Civil
Rights Movement, with a $1
million annual budget and 100
full-time workers. Dr. Walker’s
“brilliance as a strategist was
his greatest contribution to
the Civil Rights Movement,”
according to the Rev. Jesse
Jackson, who also worked with
Dr. King and went on to found
and lead the national Rainbow
PUSH Coalition.
He knew how to harness the
energies of people who were
Continued on page 8

Coalition seeks reprisal
against GOP unfair tax plan
By J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent

court and seeking to recover
every penny of unpaid wages
for these workers, plus damages
and penalties for the company’s
egregious conduct,” he added.
Scheiderman said further
that “unscrupulous employers
should hear our message loud
and clear: If you exploit workers, we will see you in court
– and make sure that you pay
every worker every dollar they
are owed. “
“We are here today because
of the abuses and the lack of
respect that we experience. We
have come together to stop this
abuse and not just in this car
wash but in car washes across
New York State.” Said Scheinderman.

rector after previously serving
on the board.
He had met Dr. King when
both were presidents of their
seminary classes, he at VUU
and Dr. King at Crozer Theological Seminary in Pennsylvania,
where Dr. Walker later would
earn his doctorate. Through
1964, Dr. Walker served as the
SCLC executive director and
Dr. King’s right-hand man. Dr.
Walker raised money to support
the SCLC and also devised boycotts and demonstrations for Dr.
King, most notably in the spring
of 1963 in Birmingham, Ala.,
under the code name “Project
C.” The C stood for “confrontation,” Dr. Walker recalled in
an interview.
“The federal government
was against us, the local communities were against us, the
judges were against us, but we
managed to do it, and I guess
we found the strength to do it
because it was a moral fight,” he
told an interviewer in 2006. “I
was fully committed to nonviolence, and I believe with all my
heart that for the Civil Rights
Movement to prove itself, its
nonviolent actions had to work
in Birmingham,” he said.
“If it wasn’t for Birmingham, there wouldn’t have been
a Selma march, there wouldn’t
have been a 1965 civil rights
bill. Birmingham was the birthplace and affirmation of the
nonviolent movement in America.”
Dr. Walker played a key role
in circulating Dr. King’s famous
“Letter From Birmingham
Jail,” penned in April 1963, that
argued for civil disobedience as

T

he States of New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut have launched
a coalition aimed at suing the
federal government to challenge
the new Republican tax bill that
eliminates full state and local
tax deductibility.
Gov. Andrew Cuomo of
New York explained that the
provision effectively preempts
the states’ abilities to govern
by reducing their abilities to
provide for their own citizens.
It unfairly targets his state
and similarly situated states
in violation of the U.S. Constitution.
“New Yorkers will not stand
idly by as the federal government fires an economic missile
at the fiscal health of our state,”
said Gov. Cuomo.
“The elimination of full
state and local deductibility

is a blatantly partisan and
unlawful attack on New York.
It uses our hardworking families and tax dollars as a piggy
bank to pay for cuts for corporations and other states,”
said Cuomo.
He added that the coalition
will take the federal government to court to protect the
states and residents targeted
for assault.
Phil Murphy, governor of
the State of New Jersey agreed,
adding that “capping the State
and Local Tax deduction had
nothing to do with sound policy.”
Gov. Murphy further said,
“It is clear and politically
motivated punishment of blue
states –like New Jersey and
our neighbors – who are already paying far more to the
federal government than we
receive.”
“We will not st and by
and allow this to happen. I

pledge that my administration would explore ever y
legal mechanism to fight for
New Jersey taxpayers, and
that is exactly what we are
doing today.”
Daniel P. Malloy, governor
of Connecticut said the GOP
tax legislation gave massive
handouts to the wealthiest one
percent and stuck middle- class
taxpayers with the bill.
“In short, this law does real
harm to Connecticut taxpayers,
who stand to lose over 10 billion dollars in state and local
tax deductions. Hundreds of
thousands of residents could
see a tax increase as their
property values decrease,” said
Malloy.
He added that the coalition
launched by the tri-states will
“fight against the discriminatory impacts of this shortsighted
and damaging Republican law
on our states.”
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State of Black America is
strong, experts say

Pelosi assails Trump’s ‘Make America
white again’ agenda as some CBC members
boycott his State of the Union Address

Leaders in
education, civil
rights, religion,
housing discuss
the State of Black
America at Annual
NNPA Conference

U

F

our, preeminent Black
leaders in America today,
addressed the challenges
and celebrated the success stories of the African American
community, during a “State
of Black America” forum at
the 2018 National Newspaper
Publishers Association annual
Mid-Winter Conference in Las
Vegas, Nevada.
Dr. Lezli Baskerville, the
president and CEO of the National Association for Equal
Opportunity (NAFEO), spoke
passionately about the future of
Historically Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCUs), while
Julius Cartwright presented a
sobering, yet optimistic report
from the National Association of
Real Estate Brokers (NAREB).
And while Reverend Tony
Lee, the pastor of Community of
Hope A.M.E. Church, delivered
fervent remarks about the strong
state of the Black Church, it was
a fiery, no-holds-barred speech
from Dr. Amos C. Brown that
brought the capacity crowd to
its feet.
Brown, a civil rights icon,
who serves as the senior pastor
at the Third Baptist Church of
San Francisco and president
of the San Francisco Branch
of the NAACP, touted the virtues of the oldest civil rights
organization in America and its
importance today.
In what amounted to a sermon worthy of any Sunday service, Brown said the Black Press
must tell the story of African
Americans.
“Let no one else tell it for us,”
he said, before providing a vivid
picture of his foray into the Civil
Rights Movement, as a teenager.
“One of the problems with
the Black community, today, is
that we don’t have enough rituals
of remembrance,” Brown said.
Referring to the current administration and its policies,
Brown said, “‘The man’ is doing
today what he’s always done.”
Brown continued: “They say
to make sure, ‘If you’re Black you

Dr. Amos C. Brown (left), the senior pastor at the Third Baptist
Church of San Francisco delivered a passionate speech about the
Civil Rights Movement as Dr. Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr., the president
and CEO of the NNPA, looks on, during the 2018 NNPA Mid-Winter Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada. (Freddie Allen/AMG/NNPA)

get back. If you’re brown, you
stick around and if you’re White,
you’re always right. They’re not
any better than we are. We came
from Mother Africa.”
Baskerville, a 2014 Harvard
University Advanced Leadership Fellow, said the state of
HBCUs remains strong.
“From my vantage point,
HBCUs in 2018 are strong
and getting stronger. In fact,
it’s harvest time for HBCUs,”
Baskerville said.
Baskerville also said that the
vitriol coming out of the White
House and the policies that jeopardize voting and other rights are
reminiscent of the time when
HBCUs were born.
“The actions and words and
legislation taking place will
turn back the clock, if we let it
happen,” Baskerville warned.
“But, I say it’s harvest time for
HBCUs, because it’s the 50th
anniversary of the sanitation
workers march [in Memphis]
and the death of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. and we are still
going strong. We are 106 strong,
but if you read fake news, HBCUs are closing.”
Baskerville continued: “We
have lost just one [Black college]
and we are still struggling to get
it back. I say its harvest time,
because while HBCUs are just
three percent of schools, we
graduate 20 percent of African
Americans across the country;
Sixty-percent of African American public health professionals;
50 percent of African American
public school teachers; and more
than 40 percent of Black STEM
professionals.”
Cartwright said NAREB,
the oldest group representing
Black realtors (which he called
“realtists”), is working to help

Black homebuyers.
“Most African Americans
were stripped of their wealth
with the housing decline when
trillions of dollars were lost,”
he said.
According to a recent report,
Cartwright said that the median
net worth for Black families is
less than $2,000 while the median net worth of White families
is roughly $100,000.
Further, he said, while the
median wealth of White women
was about $41,000, the median
wealth for Black women was
only $5.
“Real estate is the cornerstone
of wealth,” Cartwright said.
“That’s the equity we need to
pass on to the next generation.”
When it comes to the Black
Church, Lee cautioned African Americans not to be disillusioned about religion by
megachurches and television
evangelists.
Lee said the A.M.E. church
is united and membership is
beginning to climb; mobilization
efforts like the get out to vote
campaign in Alabama during
the contentious Senate race
between Democrat Doug Jones
and Republican Roy Moore are
also increasing.
Lee noted that Black Church
isn’t seeing the type of radical
drop off in its membership that
White churches are experiencing.
“Most of our churches are
200 or 300 member churches
and the Black Church is doing
major work in every community,” said Lee. “We are mobilizing when you look at the
last election, the Black Church
learned a great lesson…we must
get back to training our people
and understanding the science
of mobilization.”

By Hazel Trice Edney

. S. House Democratic
Leader Nancy Pelosi (Calif.) has assailed President
Donald Trump’s immigration
policies, saying they are part of a
hateful scheme to “make America White again.”
Pelosi, known for her fiery
remarks, was perhaps at her
most passionate last week in
the midst of public and legislative debate concerning the
“DREAMers” and following
Trump’s “S***hole” description
of El Salvador, Haiti and African
countries while expressing the
desire to bring more people from
Poland, which is vastly White.
“The Administration’s anti-immigrant framework is an act
of staggering cowardice which
attempts to hold the DREAMers
hostage to a hateful anti-immigrant scheme,” she said in a
statement released to the media.
She also made the statements verbally. “The 50 percent cut to legal
immigration in the framework
and the recent announcements
to end Temporary Protected
Status for Central Americans
and Haitians are both part of the
same cruel agenda. They are part
of the Trump Administration’s
unmistakable campaign to make
America White again.”
The description underscored
the level of political acrimony in
Washington as the nation prepared to hear Trump’s first State
of the Union Address. It was
speculated that he would speak
of unity – which he did at his inauguration. But those words were
quickly undermined by hateful
remarks, including his equating
White supremacist Neo-Nazi
and Ku Klux Klan marchers to
people protesting them in Charlottesville last August.
The context of Pelosi’s remarks were in response to debate
over whether Trump would support the DREAMers.
The word “DREAMers” is
an acronym that stands for “The
Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act”. It
was first introduced in 2001 as a
bipartisan bill in the Senate. The
goal was to open opportunities
for undocumented immigrants
brought to the U. S. illegally as
children to have a pathway to
permanent legal status as long as
they – in a nutshell–go to college,
remain in the U.S. for a certain
number of years; have good
moral character; and not have
violated other immigration laws.
Individuals who would have
qualified under the DREAM

Frederica Wil- Gregory
son (D-Florida) Meeks (D-NY)

Act are often referred to as
“DREAMers.” The term has
been used to define individuals
in the U.S. who were brought
to the country at an early age
without documentation but have
assimilated to U.S. culture and
have been educated by U.S.
school systems.
Because the DREAM Act
never passed, a substitute program was established in 2012
by Homeland Security under
President Barack Obama. It is
called DACA (Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals) and is often viewed as synonymous with
the DREAM Act since it is meant
to provide relief for the Dreamers
until legislation is passed.
“It is often said that America
is great because America is good.
We are a great country that has
been blessed and reinvigorated
with the faith and family values of
generations of immigrants,” Pelosi
said. “That is why so many faith
leaders, even those who support
the President, have recognized
that immigration strengthens our
families, our churches and our
communities. The DREAMers
will not be ransomed for a hateful
agenda that betrays our sacred
American values.”
The debate over the President’s apparent “White only”
perspective continued this week
as members of the Congressional
Black Caucus announced various
ways that they would protest his
perceived agenda, including boycotts of Trump’s first State of the
Union Address.
Rep. Gregory Meeks (D-New
York) and Rep. Frederica Wilson
(D-Florida) have announced
they will boycott the State of the
Union.
Wilson said in a CNN interview, "to go would be to honor
the President and I don't think
he deserves to be honored at
this time, after being so hateful
towards Black people and then
black countries, Haiti and the
whole continent of Africa."

Trump sends ‘warmest regards’ from Davos with love
By J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent

W

ithin days after sparking outrage with a
reported slur against
Africans, President Donald
Trump met with the chair of
the African Union at a summit
in Davos, Switzerland.
He asked Paul Kagame to
pass on his “warmest regards”

to other regional leaders at the
gathering which included a host
of world leaders
“I know you are going to
your first meeting shortly. But
please give my warmest regards
to your fellow regional leaders,”
President Trump told Kagame
after they held a one-on-one
meeting at the World Economic
Forum in Davos.
A lying Trump did not apol-

ogize for referring to nations
in Africa Haiti as “shithole
countries” as the African Union
would have demanded through
its U.N. ambassador.
Instead, the foul mouth
Trump told reporters that
he had “tremendous discussions” with Kagame, who for
his part said they had “good
discussions” about the economy and trade on the African

continent.
The 55-nation Afr ican
Union chaired by Kagame
demanded an apology from
Trump for his “shithold.” Comment.
But the President vehemently denied making such
remark as relayed by U.S. lawmakers who said they heard
the “shithole” come out of his
mouth.
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Newswire Contributor)
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Defense in Cosby case alleges prosecutors
destroyed exculpatory evidence
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By Stacy M. Brown (NNPA
Newswire Contributor)
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A
At Cong Black Caucus Meeting 2005 -  Pictured from left to
right:: Minister Farrakhan's son-in-law, Leonard Farrakhan
Muhammad; His son and security chief, Mustapha Farrakhan;
U. S. Sen. Barack Obama; Minister Farrakhan's son Joshua Farrakhan; Minister Louis Farrakhan, and the Rev. Willie F. Wilson, pastor of D.C.'s Union Temple Baptist Church. Farrakhan
Photo by Askia Muhammad

Hidden photo of
Obama and Farrakhan
released in new book
In autobiography,
Askia Muhammad
tells why and how
the photo was kept a
secret

I

By Hazel Trice Edney

t was during a mid-2005
Congressional Black Caucus (CBC) meeting on Capitol Hill when award-winning
journalist Askia Muhammad
captured one of the most significant photos of his career.
Muhammad had doggedly
covered then Chicago Sen.
Barack Obama since he "first
laid eyes on him" at the 2004
Democratic National Convention. Now, here was the
Senator in a warm conversation with constituent and
fellow Chicagoan Minister
Louis Farrakhan. As leader of

the Nation of Islam, Farrakhan
is another star in Black America, but one whose name is
synonymous with controversy.
Wasting no time, Muhammad
snapped the news photo. But moments later, he faced a dilemma.
Obama had already become the
darling of national Democratic
politics. And the scent of a presidential run was strong.  
Muhammad and others almost immediately realized that
the public release of this photo
could mean major trouble down
the road. Mainly because of
bigotry and fear-mongering,
the public release of that photo
could doom America's chances
of electing Obama as its first
Black President.
Muhammad had not even
left the scene when he received
a call and the photo was being
Continued on page 8

s Montgomery County
prosecutors continue
to pursue a verdict in
the Bill Cosby sexual assault
case involving former Temple
University employee Andrea
Constand, lawyers for the entertainer have filed several
motions, including two arguing
that the case against him should
be dismissed.
And, while such motions
are considered procedural and
are rarely granted, the “Uptown
Saturday Night” star has presented a compelling case for
dismissal.
According to court documents filed by Cosby’s lawyers, the court should dismiss
all charges against Cosby because, by Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania prosecutors’ own
admission, they have not only
failed to disclose evidence, but
have also destroyed exculpatory
evidence.
“Specifically, the prosecution recently disclosed for the
first time that, prior to the first
trial in this case, a prosecutor
and two detectives interviewed
a critical witness, Marguerite
Jackson who told them that in
2003 or 2004, the complaining
witness, Andrea Constand, a
co-worker and friend, had told
her that she had not been sexually assaulted, but she could
say that she had, file charges,
and get money,” the bombshell
filing said.

Russell Simons hit with
$5m lawsuit

M

D

edia mogul Russell
Simmons has been
slapped with a $5 million lawsuit by a woman who
accused him of raping her in his
California home – an incident
that her attorney says occurred
after a separate sexual assault
in New York City years earlier.
Beverly Hills celebrity attorney Perry Wander reportedly
filed the lawsuit on behalf of
Jennifer Jarosik recently.
Recounting the most recent
and serious rape allegation,
Jarosik, a 37-year-old aspiring
filmmaker, claims that the
60-year-old Def Jam co-founder
physically forced himself on
her at his Los Angeles home
in 2016 after she refused to
have sex.
The pair, according to the
lawsuit, agreed to meet at Simmons’ home to discuss a film
Jarosik was working on. It was
one that Jarosik claims Simmons had allegedly agreed to
co-produce and finance.

During that 2016 visit, about
10 years after they first met, her
lawsuit claims that Simmons
“got aggressive” after she rejected his advances and pushed
her onto his bed.
Simmons then knocked her
off the bed as she was attempting to distance herself from
him, causing her to hit her head,
the lawsuit states.
While still in “shock and
fear,” Jarosik claims that Simmons “pounced on her “and
“proceeded to rape her.”
Jarosik said she decided
to speak out against Simmons
after hearing other women
accused the music producer of
sexual assault.

It continued: “Yet, the prosecution failed to disclose to the
defense that they met with [Jackson] and that they destroyed the
notes of their meeting.”
Cosby spokesman Andrew
Wyatt released the court documents to the NNPA Newswire
on Thursday, January 25.
Neither Cosby’s attorneys
nor prosecutors offered comment on Thursday.
Cosby’s team also argued
that it’s reasonable to infer that
the prosecution allowed Constand to testify falsely at the
first trial that she did not know
or remember Jackson.
Also, based on a Jan. 17,
2018 telephone conference
call with the court, Assistant
District Attorney Stewart Ryan
admitted that he and two detectives spoke with Jackson and
learned that Constand and Jackson worked together, had been
friends, and had shared hotel
rooms on multiple occasions.

London Breed, San Francisco’s
interim Mayor voted out by board
Residents protest
Board vote that ousted
London Breed as
Interim Mayor of San
Francisco

By J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent

Bill Cosby’s lawyers want the
judge in his sexual abuse trial
to dismiss the case.

Despite their knowledge of
the relationship, Cosby lawyers
alleged that prosecutors stood
silent while Constand testified
under oath that she didn’t know
Jackson, and they persuaded
the court to bar the defense
from exploring the topic with
Constand through cross-examination.
Judge Steven O’Neill also
denied Cosby’s lawyers’ motion
to call Jackson as a witness.
“The cumulative effect of
the wrongdoing in this case, and
the politically and emotionally
charged context of this case, elevates the misconduct to a level
of a constitutional violation and
prosecutorial overreach depriving Cosby of any meaningful
right to a fair trial,” Cosby’s attorneys wrote Thursday. “Such
misconduct warrants dismissal
of the charges.”
In another motion, Cosby’s
attorneys argued that prosecutors also have failed to prove
that they brought the case within the 12-year statute of limitation and there’s no way to prove
it, because they admittedly are
unsure of the timeline.
Constand alleged that Cosby
assaulted her in early 2004—
though previously she admitted
their encounter could have been
in 2003. Prosecutors didn’t file
charges until 2015.
It’s unclear when O’Neill will
issue a ruling on the motions.
Jury selection has been
scheduled for March and the
trial is expected to begin in
April.

By Stacy Brown (NNPA
Newswire Contributor)

ur ing a contentious
public meeting, the San
Francisco Board of Supervisors voted to appoint
Mark Farrell, a White venture
capitalist, to serve as acting
mayor. The vote stripped London Breed of those powers,
who was the first African
American woman to serve in
that role. Critics of the board’s
actions—inside and outside
of the city—alleged that the
vote was tainted by racism and
discrimination.
Breed rose to national
prominence, after she was
named interim mayor of San
Francisco, when Ed Lee, the
city’s first Asian American
mayor, died of a heart attack
last December.
Amelia Ashley-Ward, a
long-time resident of San Francisco and owner of the Sun-Reporter Publishing Company,
said that she was surprised to
see so many “White progressives lining up” during the

city hall meeting, before the
vote, to express concerns about
Breed holding the two power positions—interim mayor
and president of the board of
supervisors—while running
to become the next mayor of
the city.
“Perhaps San Francisco
isn’t as progressive as some
people like to think, said Ashley-Ward. “I think that she was
double-crossed by some of
her colleagues on that board,
who might have promised to
support her.”
However, according to the
San Francisco Examiner, temporarily serving as acting mayor and board president is not a
conflict of interest.
“It is precisely what the
voters established in the charter; it is common democratic
practice; and it has been happening for the past six weeks,
not to the detriment of city
stability, but to its benefit,” the
Examiner said.
The Examiner continued:
“San Francisco mayors and
boards always overlap. Mayor Lee appointed two of the
board’s current members. The
City Charter gives the mayor
authority to join and speak at
any board meeting. And supervisors serve as acting mayor all
the time, occasionally signing

Even though she’s out as interim mayor, London Breed is still
the president of the Board of
Supervisors in San Francisco
and is also a frontrunner in the
special election scheduled for
June 5. (Wikimedia

their own legislation.”
Dr. Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr.,
the president and CEO of the
National Newspaper Publishers Association called the San
Francisco board of supervisors’ vote a “non-progressive
and backward decision” and
speculated that some board
members may have been motiContinued on page 9
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S***hole countries not a priority
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By Julianne Malveaux

O

ur 45th President has
traipsed over to the
World Economic Forum
in Davos, Switzerland, planning
to rub elbows with world leaders, repair some relationships,
and possibly shred even more.
He had hardly landed before
he started threatening to cut off
aid to the Palestinians unless
they participate in peace talks
with Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu. Palestinian leaders are justifiably angry
that 45, without a conversation
with them, said he would move
the US Embassy to Jerusalem,
the city that both Palestinian
and Israelis consider their capital.
Since 45 has been President, the world has been losing
respect for us. According to a
November Gallup poll, approval of US leaders among 134
countries has hit a new low of
30 percent, down 18 percent
from the 48 percent approval
rate in President Obama’s last
year, and even lower than the
previous low of 34 percent in
George W. Bush’s last year.
Only Liberia, Macedonia,
Israel and Belarus increased
their approval rating of the US,
while Portugal, Norway, Belgium and Canada saw approval
ratings plunge by 40 points or
more. 45 has been currying

Israel’s favor, so it is no wonder
that they are more approving of
him. But US leadership lags
behind support for leadership
in both Germany and China. Only Russia has a lower
approval rating than we do.

Meanwhile, 45 is ignoring
most of the rest of the world.
A year into his Presidency, he
has not appointed ambassadors
for fully half of the world. The
Bureau of African Affairs, part
of the State Department, has
no leader. There is an “acting”
Assistant Secretary for African
Affairs, Donald Yamamoto, a
career foreign policy professional who has worked for both
Presidents Bush and Obama.
Yamamoto has some responsibility for the Bureau of African
Affairs, but it is not his priority.
There is no ambassador
to the African Union, which
is perhaps a blessing because
that person may have had to
defend 45’s ignorant remark
about s***hole countries. But
45 didn’t have to make such an
ignorant statement in order for
us to know how he felt about
people of African descent. He
illustrates his disdain every
time he opens his mouth. He
did not have to compare Haiti
to Norway, all he had to do was
fail to appoint an ambassador
to Brazil, which is home to the
largest population of Afrode-

scendents outside the African
continent.
There is no US ambassador
to Belize, Bolivia, Burkina Faso
or Cape Verde. No ambassador to Cote D’Ivorie or Cuba,
Guinea or Ghana, Jamaica or
Kenya. Neither Madagascar
nor Mali, Mozambique nor Nigeria, South Africa nor Tanzania, Togo nor Trinidad have US
Ambassadors. Blessedly, 40
percent of 45’s appointees are
career foreign policy experts.
Some, like Calista Gingrich’s
appointment as Ambassador to
the Vatican, are clearly political
plums. But how can 45 justify
having no ambassadors to two
of the most important countries on the African continent,
oil-producing Nigeria, and
economically advanced South
Africa? I guess he will be
forced to pay attention to these
s***hole countries if there is
an oil crisis and we need some
Nigerian oil!
Africa and the Caribbean
are not the only parts of the
world that have been ignored
by this administration. Highly
desirable appointments, like
those to Canada, France, the
United Kingdom, and Germany
have been filled. Even as 45 has
squabbled with North Korea’s
Kim Jong-un, he has appointed
no ambassador to South Korea.
This could have been completely avoided if 45 had al-

lowed Obama appointees to
stay in place until he found people to replace them. Instead,
people had to come home in
the middle of the school year,
hurriedly making arrangements
for new schools, new housing
(some had rented their homes),
and more. Why did 45 demand resignations so abruptly
when he had few replacements,
breaking precedent and also
thumbing his nose at the world?
Our NATO allies look
askance at him because of his
obnoxious and belligerent behavior. He has made strange
remarks about terrorism in the
UK, taken swipes at France
and Germany, and generally
behaved like an overgrown
child when gathering with other world leaders, pushing the
Prime Minister of Montenegro

aside so he could get in front
of a group photo at a NATO
summit in May. Incidentally,
there is no US Ambassador to
Montenegro.
Actually, staffing the government is not a priority of
this administration. When he
was elected, he indicated that
he thought some agencies were
“huuuuge”, and there were
positions he would not fill. He
has been much slower than
his predecessors in staffing up
every agency, but especially the
State Department. By the end
of their first calendar year (2001
for Bush, 2009 for Obama),
Bush had 139 State Department
confirmations, with 14 pending.
Obama had 119 confirmed and
18 pending. 45 has 61 confirmed and 28 pending!
We who are connected to
s***hole countries can rest
assured that foreign policy
is not this administration’s
strong suit. 45’s failure to appoint ambassadors to African
countries perhaps reflects the
disdain he feels for us. But his
disdain is yet another reflection
of his ignorance.
Julianne Malveaux is an author and economist. Her latest
book “Are We Better Off? Race,
Obama and Public Policy” is
available via www.amazon.com
for booking, wholesale inquiries or for more info visitwww.
juliannemalveaux.com

Trump rides economic momentum from Obama
By Jesse Jackson
(TriceEdneyWire.com)

A

s he delivers his first
State of the Union address tonight, President
Donald Trump is looking for
approval. He’ll brag on the
economy with a likely focus on
his Twitter claim that “because
of my policies,” Black unemployment is at its “lowest rate
ever recorded.”
He made that claim while
responding to Jay-Z’s criticisms
and also has declared to African-Americans that “Dems did
nothing for you but get your
vote.”
Trump is like a man who
jumps on a moving train and
takes credit for its speed. He
claims he inherited a “mess”
and transformed it. In fact,
Obama inherited the mess
— an economy in free fall,
losing 700,000 jobs a month.
He turned it around. Trump
inherited an economy enjoying
a record stretch of months with
private sector jobs growth.
Black unemployment fell
under Obama. In fact, Trump
created slightly fewer new jobs
in his first year than Obama did
in his last. Trump is riding the
economic momentum created
under Obama. His policies haven’t really taken hold yet. He’s
not passed a budget. His postur-

ing on trade hasn’t resulted in
new policies yet or reduced our
trade deficits.
In touting the unemployment figure, Trump also simply
ignores the stark reality facing
many African-Americans —
and other working people. Too
many are working without a
living wage, without affordable
health care, without affordable
mass transit, without overtime,
paid vacations, paid family
leave and more.
Black unemployment remains virtually twice that of
White unemployment — and
the headline unemployment
figure doesn’t count those who
have given up looking for jobs,
those who can only find parttime work, those whose wages
can’t support a family. In Chi-

cago and other cities, there are
neighborhoods with unemployment at 20 percent, poverty at
40 percent and conditions far
worse for young African-American men.
That hasn’t changed under
Trump. What African-Americans see is a president who is
rousing racial divisions, fears
and hatreds, from Charlottesville, Virginia, to the slurring
of Obama to the insult on Haiti
and s—hole countries to the
demonizing of immigrants, particularly people of color. What
we see is an administration that
is systematically rolling back
civil rights protections.
It has decimated civil rights
offices in the Department of
Education, the Department of
Labor and elsewhere. The Department of Justice has reversed
position on voting rights cases,
standing with those in Texas
and elsewhere who would suppress the vote.
It has virtually abandoned
consent decrees in civil rights
cases, weakening its ability to
enforce remedies to violations.
Trump is packing the courts
with right-wing justices who
stand with corporations and
against the rights of minorities
and women. We see an administration that has systematically
favored the rich and the corporations over working and poor

people. It opposes lifting the
minimum wage.
It has slashed enforcement
of worker rights, worker safety
laws and prosecution of wage
theft. It has reversed a long
overdue expansion of overtime
rights, costing working people
literally billions in overtime
pay. Most recently, it has proposed allowing restaurant and
hotel owners to take over the
allocation of tips, a change that
would cost some of the lowest
paid workers earnings they need
to survive.
We see an administration
that seeks to slash virtually
every program that supports
the vulnerable — of all colors
and races. Its efforts to repeal
Obamacare, rollback Medicaid,
cut investment in schools, Pell
grants, student loans, training,
low-cost housing and more will
disproportionately hit people of
color. We see an administration
that has pushed to expand mass
incarceration, instructing prosecutors to seek maximum sentences, ending efforts to reform
racist police practices. Trump
inherited a justice system that
systematically discriminates
against people of color. He and
his Justice Department will
make it worse.
Trump’s long promised and
yet unseen plan to rebuild
America’s infrastructure offers

a true opportunity for good
jobs. A major effort will be
made to have any legislation
that emerges target areas of
high unemployment — both
rural and urban — and include
sums for training so that those
left out of the economy can find
their way in. By all accounts,
Trump wants to spend less and
offer private investors big returns. Will he therefore oppose
efforts to make the rebuilding
inclusive? We shall see. In his
presidential campaign, Trump
called on African Americans
to vote for him, arguing, “What
have you got to lose?”
But African-American voters saw someone who had risen
by peddling the racist slur about
Obama not being American,
someone who had profited by
peddling division and appealing
to fears. They are looking for
someone who will help them
get an equal shot and move
to provide equal justice under
the law.
Real full employment helps,
because African-Americans
are too often the last hired.
But there was full employment
under slavery. Working Americans — Black, White and
brown, of all races and creeds
— are looking for a champion.
Sorry, Mr. Trump, taking credit
for growth that you did not create won’t get it done.

Black Press, NAACP partner to address issues affecting Black community
By Stacy M. Brown (NNPA
Newswire Contributor)

T

(From left-right) Derrick Johnson, president and CEO of the
NAACP; Leon Russell, chairman of the NAACP; Dorothy
Leavell, chairman of the NNPA, and Dr. Benjamin F. Chavis,
Jr., president and CEO of the NNPA sign a strategic partnership
agreement to join forces in focusing on key issues that affect the
Black community, during the 2018 NNPA Mid-Winter Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada. (Freddie Allen/AMG/NNPA)

ton, Massachusetts; the NAACP
would not be here today, if not
for Ida B. Wells, a newspaper
writer…the NAACP would not
be here today, if not for W.E.B.
DuBois and his “Crisis’ magazine. I commit today, that we will
be joining the NNPA.”
Johnson added that the
NAACP is as strong as its volunteers and the Black Press is
as strong as its readers, many of
whom are NAACP members.
The signing, which took place
on Friday, January 26 was attended by a number of NNPA
members, staffers from both
organizations and Gary, Indiana
Mayor Karen Freeman Wilson,
the first African American woman
to hold the office of mayor in the
state of Indiana.
“We have to take the resources
that we have in our collective communities and we have to use these
resources in a way that educates
our children and benefits our people,” Wilson said. “We also have
to support [Black] businesses.”
Wilson added that Black consumers have to let go of the
stereotype that Black businesses
are inferior to White businesses.
Wilson also noted that African
Americans aren’t receiving a fair
shake from the federal government
and, in her city, finances are a chal-

lenge she’s trying to meet head-on.
“Many of the answers depended on the state, but last night, a
light bulb went on and it was that
we can’t wait on the Republican
governor to save Gary,” she said.
“So, I said to my team that whatever the governor does or doesn’t
do, we are going into the war room
and we will stay there and not
come out until we have a plan.”
Wilson joined Russell, Johnson, Chavis and Leavell in advocating for a strong relationship
between the NAACP and the
Black Press.
“If Black newspapers didn’t
tell our stories, no one ever would
have,” said Russell, echoing the
founders of the Black Press, Samuel E. Cornish and John B. Russwurm who stated 191 years ago:
“We wish to plead our own cause.
Too long have others spoken for
us. Too long has the public been
deceived by misrepresentations, in
things which concern us dearly.”
T h e B l a ck P r e s s a n d
t h e NA AC P J o i n Fo r c es to Address Issues Affecting the Black Community
By Stacy M. Brown (NNPA
Newswire Contributor)
The National Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA), a
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than 200 Black-owned media
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Senators Kamala Harris, Cory Booker
join powerful Judiciary Committee
By Frederick H. Lowe
(TriceEdneyWire.com)

S

enator Kamala Harris
(D-California) and Senator Cory Booker (D-New
Jersey) yesterday were selected
to join the Senate Judiciary
Committee, a very powerful
committee that plays a key role
in considering U.S. Supreme
Court, federal appeals court
and district court nominations.
Harris replaces former Senator Al Franken (D-Minnesota)
who resigned from office on
January 2 after several allegations of sexual misconduct
had been leveled against him.
Booker’s appointment was
made possible by Democrat
Doug Jones’s election to the
U.S. Senate following a special
election in Alabama. The election gave Democrats another
seat in the Senate.
Harris is the second black
woman to serve on the Judiciary Committee. Former Senator

Cory Booker

Kamala Harris

Carol Moseley Braun (D-Illinois) was the first. Booker is
the first black man to serve on
the committee.
Booker tweeted from @
corybooker : “Excited to join
the Judiciary Committee. It’ll
be my mission to check awful
actions by Trump & Sessions;
keep working to advance the
cause of reforming our broken
justice system; and to bend the
arc of history closer toward

equal justice for all.”
Harris tweeted from @SenKamalaHarris: “Thrilled to
share that I’ve been appointed
to the Senate Judiciary Committee. You have my commitment that I will fight for justice
on behalf of Californians and
all Americans.”
Republicans still have a oneseat advantage on the committee of 11 to 10. Senator Charles
Grassley (R-Iowa) is commit-

tee chair and Senator Dianne
Feinstein (D-California) is the
ranking Democrat.
The Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies
hailed both appointments.
“The appointment of Senators Harris and Booker to the
Senate Judiciary Committee is
another important step in the
movement to create a more
representative Senate and will
have a meaningful impact on
how policy is made,” said
Spencer Overton, president
and CEO of the Joint Center,
a Washington, D.C.-based
think tank for black-elected
officials.
The Judiciary Committee
has oversight over the Department of Justice, the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and
components of the Department
of Homeland Security.
The committee considers
legislation that impacts immigration, criminal justice and
intellectual property.
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he National Newspaper
Publishers Association
(NNPA), a trade group
representing more than 200 Blackowned media companies, signed
a historic, strategic partnership
with the NAACP, one of the most
influential civil rights group in
the world, during the NNPA’s
Mid-Winter Conference in Las
Vegas.
“Sometimes you have to take
a step back and reconnect in
order to move forward,” said
NAACP Chairman Leon W.
Russell. “Signing this agreement
is taking that step back and it says
it’s time for us to recommit to each
other and work together to move
our people forward.”
NNPA President and CEO Dr.
Benjamin F. Chavis Jr., who once
served as president of the NAACP,
called the partnership historic.
“This [signing] consummates
a working relationship of two of
the world’s largest organizations
focused on the empowerment of
Black people,” said Chavis.
NNPA National Chairman
Dorothy Leavell added that she’s
very pleased with the new partnership.
“I attempted to do something similar in the nineties and
I’m very determined now,” said
Leavell. “We are going to set a
precedent and I hope we will be
able to repeat this with many other
national organizations, because
if we solidify our strength, things
will be different for all of us in the
United States of America.”
Derrick Johnson, the president
and CEO of the NAACP, said one
of the things he and Russell share
in common is the rich tradition of
the NAACP.
“Anytime we move away from
that [tradition], we lose our way,”
he said. “The NAACP would
not be here, if not for William
Monroe Trotter, a civil rights
activist, newspaper editor and real
estate businessman based in Bos-
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Dr. Wyatt Tee Walker, civil rights icon,
Hidden photo of
Obama and Farrakhan Chief of Staff to Dr. King, dies at 88
released in new book
From page 2
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From page 4

excited about social change
and how to use the church as
the center of his advocacy for
the poor, the marginalized and
the oppressed,” Rev. Jackson
said. Dr. Walker left the SCLC
in 1964 to become pastor at
Abyssinian Baptist Church in
Harlem and to work with the
Negro Heritage Library.
In 1966, he became president of the organization whose
goal was publishing works of
African-Americans and pushing for inclusion in textbooks
information on the role of
African-Americans in U.S.
history. In 1966, at Dr. King’s
recommendation, he became
interim pastor of Canaan Baptist Church, a post he held until
a series of strokes forced him to
retire in 2004.
Dr. Walker led the church in
developing housing units with
reduced rents, retail stores and
apartments and a service center for elderly people. He also
fought to remove drug dealers
from streets around the church,
and when he thought police
were ignoring the problem, he
took action.
For example, in April 1970,
Dr. Walker preached a Sunday
sermon through a bullhorn outside the Teen City pizza parlor

T:11.5"

Central Harlem Development,
which Canaan Baptist stated
was responsible for $100 million in housing. In the years
since his retirement, the aging and frail Dr. Walker, who
needed a wheelchair to move
around, received numerous invitations to speak. He used his
speeches to continue to encourage activism on the racial justice front and was outspoken in
support of Black Lives Matter.
In a speech a few years
ago during the holiday for Dr.
King, he expressed his concern
that the legislative victories of
the 1960s at the height of the
movement — including the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
the Voting Rights Act of 1965
— “seduced us into becoming
too comfortable.”
“It is insufficient for us to
come together on (Dr. King’s)
birthday, sometimes in an artificial way, White and Black
together, and sing ‘We Shall
Overcome’ and hold hands and
get a warm feeling and then go
back to business as usual in
White racist America,” he said.
Survivors include his wife
of 68 years, Theresa Edwards
Walker; a daughter, Patrice W.
Powell; three sons, Robert, Earl
and Wyatt Tee Walker Jr.; his
sister, Mary Holley; and two
grandchildren.
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summoned by a member of the
Congressional Black Caucus.
Muhammad ultimately surrendered the disk to Minister
Farrakhan's chief of staff. And
it remained one of America's
best hidden secrets for the next
12 years.
For the first time, more than
a decade later, the glowing
photograph of now former
President Barack Obama and
Minister Louis Farrakhan has
been published in a book by
Muhammad to be released
Jan. 31–"The Autobiography
of Charles 67X". Muhammad
and some political observers
still believe that if that photo
had been released, it could have
drawn enough fire–even from
some of Obama's supporters
looking for excuses–to dent his
chances of becoming President.
"I gave the picture up at the
time and basically swore secrecy," Muhammad said in an exclusive interview with the Trice
Edney News Wire this week.
"But after the nomination was
secured and all the way up until
the inauguration; then for eight
years after he was President, it
was kept under cover."
As for any debate that the
photo could have made a difference in the outcome of the
Obama presidential election,
Muhammad is emphatic: "I
insist. It absolutely would have
made a difference."
He has agreement in high
places.
"I do believe that it would
have had a very, very negative
affect in that given moment as
far as the candidacy of candidate Obama at that time," says
Dr. Shayla Nunnally, president
of the National Conference of
Black Political Scientists. Her
opinion was based largely on
the "negative stereotypes about
Muslim Americans about Black
people and about their allegiance to the United States,"
which have often been twisted
and used to fit bigoted agendas–
especially after the terrorist
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.
"On top of that," Nunnally
said, "people have always characterized Minister Farrakhan
as being a combative figure in
American politics. That adds
another layer."
Nunnally, a professor of political science who also teaches
in the Africana Studies Institute
at the University of Connecticut,
specializes in public opinion, political behavior, race and politics.
She questioned what the
release of the photo will mean
"even now because there's so
many conspiracy theories still
floating."
Obama, who is a Christian,

has constantly been the target
of bigoted attacks, Nunnally
pointed out. When a woman
called him an Arab during a
public forum, even his re-election opponent Sen. John McCain retrieved the microphone
and corrected her, saying, "No
ma'am. He's a decent family
man." Nunnally also recalled
how former Secretary of State
Colin Powell once weighed in
against negative stereotyping of
Muslims saying, "He's a Christian...But the really right answer
is, what if he is" a Muslim?
Nunnally concluded, "There
are many, many, many layers of
what that picture can represent
to people in their various perceptions. So, I say this to mean
that I can see that the release
of that photo in that given moment, it would have been highly
controversial."
Also, pictured in the photo
are Minister Farrakhan's sonin-law, Leonard Farrakhan Muhammad; His son and security
chief, Mustapha Farrakhan;
Minister Farrakhan's son Joshua Farrakhan; and the Rev. Willie Wilson, executive producer
of the program for Farrakhan's
Million Man March in 1995
and a chairman of the 20th
anniversary.
In an interview, Wilson says
he doesn't recall the photo and
didn't know he was in it. But
hearing the description, he also
was certain it could have hurt
Obama's campaign.
"I'm sure it would," Wilson
said. "Given all of the furor
related to the sermon that his
pastor, Jeremiah Wright did,
I'm sure that it would more than
likely have had a tremendous
effect on his candidacy."
Wilson says Farrakhan is
so controversial because, "He
speaks truth and this is a country that has in so many ways
attempted to cover up the realities of its wrong doings of
which Minister Farrakhan is
quite vocal in bringing to light."
The book tells of other notables who knew about the
photograph and never divulged
it. In addition to narratives of
pivotal moments of his life, the
autobiography is also a book of
Muhammad's poetry.
Columnist and political observer A. Peter Bailey, anticipating the book release, says
he believes the photo would
have created controversy for
Obama, but could not have
caused him to lose the election
or his re-election because of
the groundswell of Black voter
support for him.
"It could have done some
damage," Bailey said. "But
nothing could have stopped the
election because Black support
would have countered it."

that was notorious for drug trafficking. “We are trying to save
our children,” he said, before
turning his bullhorn toward
tenements across the street.
“You, up there in the windows,” he said, “tell your kids
to keep out of Teen City.”
At one point, the Harlem
drug kingpin Frank Lucas “put
a hit out on me,” Dr. Walker recalled, “because I was effectively thwarting the drug traffic.”
He said he ignored warnings
that his work against illicit
narcotic sales was too dangerous. “I had been involved in the
struggle in the Deep South, so
I was accustomed to dangerous
situations,” he said. “It was
tough to frighten me because
I was so convinced that God
would take care of me.”
Dr. Walker also was considered an authority on sacred
music. Along with composing
religious music, Dr. Walker also
was the author of 10 books and
articles dealing with the ties
between music, religious traditions and social change. He also
was noted for his photography
and for founding Harlem’s first
charter school in 1999.
Dr. Walker chaired the
boards of Freedom National
Bank until it collapsed in 1990
under the weight of risky loans
and of the Consortium for
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Jan. 29, 2018 (GIN) –

n its first formal response
to a class-action suit filed
by the Herero and Nama
people of Namibia, Germany
has asked a New York judge to
throw out the suit as “inadmissible” because of “the principle
of state immunity.”
The indigenous people
have been seeking reparations
for the genocide of their peoples under German colonial
rule in the early part of the 20th
century.
From 1885 to 1903 about
a quarter of the land belonging
to the Ovaherero and Nama —
thousands of square miles —
were taken without compensation by German settlers with the
consent of colonial authorities.
Those authorities also
turned a blind eye to rapes by
German colonists of Ovaherero
and Nama women and girls,
according to witness reports,
and forced labor was instituted.
Insurrections in early 1904
by the Ovaherero were crushed
by German imperial troops.
Only 15,000 Herero survived
a massacre of some 80,000
including women and children.
Similarly, some 10,000 Nama
were killed during the rebellion.
It is believed that over 100,000
Ovaherero and Nama people
were killed in the 1904-1908
massacres, according to multiple sources.

German colonialism in Namibia

Germany has acknowledged that atrocities occurred
at the hands of German colonial authorities, but it has
repeatedly refused to pay direct
reparations.
They argue that their development aid worth hundreds of
millions of euros since Namibia's independence from South
Africa in 1990 was "for the
benefit of all Namibians".
Judge Laura Taylor Swain
in New York’s Southern District
initially rejected the German’s
motion to dismiss. However
this week she reinstated their
motion which maintains that

the case has no jurisdiction in
New York. The Hereros now
have a new deadline of Feb. 14
to file an amendment.
Hereros are also seeking to
have monuments dedicated to
fallen German soldiers removed
from public spaces.
Meanwhile, members of
the German opposition criticized the government for its
slow progress towards a settlement. “I find it embarrassing
that the German government is
still not able to apologize to Namibia for the genocide against
the Hereros and Namas," Green
Party member Anton Hofreiter
told German broadcaster ZDF.
Still on the table is a “particularly affected communities
trust pact” which Germany
would run in the Herero and
Nama territories in four areas:
vocational training, electricity
supply, affordable accommodation and land reform.
Finally, a collection of human skulls and skeletons, stolen
from what was called German
Southwest Africa, are stored
in New York at the American
Museum of Natural History
in a private room since their
purchase from Austrian anthropologist Felix von Luschan. His
entire collection, including the
Namibian skulls, doubled the
museum’s physical anthropology holdings and established
the A.M.N.H. as a leader in
the field.

London Breed, San Francisco’s
interim Mayor voted out by board
From page 4
vated by race and gender bias.
Dorothy Leavell, the chairman of the National Newspaper Publishers Association and
the publisher of the Crusader
Newspaper Group, said that
she was highly disturbed by
the actions of the board of
supervisors.
“This vote has national implications for African Americans everywhere that aspire
to serve in public office, said
Leavell. “As chairman of the
NNPA, I condemn [the board’s
vote]. I strongly encourage
everyone to support London
Breed’s campaign to become
the next mayor of San Francisco.”
Leavell continued: “The
Black voters need to come out
in large numbers. People who
aren’t registered to vote, need
to register. Those who can give
time, need to give time.”
Ashley-Ward said t hat
Breed is one of the most qualified candidates in the race.
“She is very capable and

that’s what frightened her opponents,” said Ashley-Ward.
Unabashedly outspoken,
the 43-year-old Breed said
that she was raised on the hard
knock streets of the Fillmore
District, just southwest of Nob
Hill.
“When you come from the
kind of community that I come
from and experience a lot of
frustration, you have to be
outspoken to get things done,”
Breed said during an interview
with the NNPA Newswire. “I
say what I feel like I need to
say and that’s how I’ve always
been, and I couldn’t live with
myself, if I felt that I had to
change to be an elected official.”
Breed said that she wants to
continue to address homelessness, improve social services
and increase access to healthcare in the city.
Breed said that the Black
Press, particularly newspapers
like the San Francisco Bay
View and the Sun-Reporter, is
vital in San Francisco.
“The African American

newspapers lead the way in
providing a well-rounded,
news perspective and they’ve
pushed companies that make
money in the African American community to reinvest
those dollars back into the
community,” Breed said.
Breed also recommended
that the Black Press raise
awareness about the lack of
diversity in the tech industry.
Ashley-Ward called the
board of supervisors’ vote a
“disgrace” and said that even
though many residents are
angry and incensed, she hoped
that their passion translates
into a record-level of civic
engagement on June 5.
“There are some really bad
feelings in the city, over what
happened with the vote, but
that should spur people into
action,” said Ashley-Ward. “It
won’t just be Black voters; it
will take all freedom-loving
voters in San Francisco.”
Ashley-Ward continued:
“We have to embrace people
like London Breed, because
they are the future.”

Royal spring wedding
By J. Zamgba Browne
Chief Correspondent

F

ormer actress Meghan
Markle, who will marry
Britain’s Prince Harry on
May 19, is reportedly planning
her own speech on the occasion,
offering “affectionate” praise
of new husband, thanks to the
Queen and a few suitable jokes.
Markle, whose dad, David is
an award-winning Hollywood
writing director lives a quiet life
in Mexico.
He is expected to walk his
daughter down the aisle, but
may not make a formal speech
in front of hundreds of guests
and senior members of the
Royal Family
The African American actress , had previously said she
would break from tradition and
have her mother, Doria Ragland
a yoga instructor in Hollywood
walk her down the down the
aisle instead of her dad.
A decision for Markle to

give a speech would reflect a
growing trend in Britain. But
while women are choosing
more to speak at their own
wedding, a survey in 2016, suggested only 16 percent thought
they should be obliged.
The bride-to-be is likely to
be keen to ensure her mother
has equal credit and prominence as her father at the wedding. Markle reportedly wants
to have the chance to thank her
husband and everyone who has
supported her and Harry.
While many elements of the
Royal wedding will be traditional. Prince Harry and Markle,
who are planning the event
themselves, are keen to “reflect
their characters and personalities” in their hosting, with a little
tasteful deviation from the Royal
weddings of decades past.
Meanwhile, it is considered
vanishingly unlikely that Prince
Harry and Makle will choose to
include the bride’s promise to
“obey” the groom in her vows.
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Germany rejects reparations suit
over colonial massacre in Namibia
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Wednesday’s Woman
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and producer Missy Elliott.
Media mogul Mona Scott
Young presented Elliot with
the coveted Visionary Award
and introduced Jackson who
shared her personal feelings
about her friendship with the
honoree. The Lincoln Motor
Company was the exclusive
automotive sponsor for this

coveted event. Entertainment largest, most influential auto UWG and Johnny Nunez for
was provided by Rapsody and show. (Photos by Aaron J. for Getty Images)
Leikeli47. Notables posed on
the red carpet alongside the
all-new Lincoln Navigator.
The 2018 Navigator was just
awarded prestigious “Truck of
the Year” honors at the 2018
North American International Auto Show, the country’s

Anthony Hamilton, Victoria Boyd

Remy Ma & Naturi Naughton

By Audrey J. Bernard
Women’s Editor

J

anet Jackson had the
w h o l e t ow n b u z z i ng
about her surprise appearance at the ESSENCE
9 th Annual Black Women
in Music event in New York
City at the trendy Highline
Ballroom. This year’s event
honored celebrated Grammy
award-winning rapper, singer

Janet Jackson

Janet Jackson

Essence Magazine Editor-in-Chief Vanessa De
Essence Entertainment Director Cori Murray, Missy ElLuca, Jennifer Edwards, Janet Jackson, Missy
liott, Janet Jackson, Producer Mona Scott-Young (Photo by Elliott, Raj Register and Essence CommunicaBennett Raglin/Getty Images)
tions President Michelle Ebanks
June Ambrose

Civil rights activist Tarana Burke & Mona Scott-Young & Michelle Ebanks,
Kaia Burke
Lincoln Navigator

Ford and Lincoln executive, Raj Register and
Multicultural Communications Manager,
Ford and Lincoln, Jennifer Edwards
Janelle Monae, T.I.

Rapper Lil Mo, Stylist Ty Hunter

Leikeli47

GRAMMY AWARDS

Rapsody

MC Lyte

Mona Scott-Young, Lincoln Navigator
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Janet Jackson surprises Missy
Elliott at Essence Grammy party
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The smoldering cast of ‘Den of Thieves’ attend steamy premiere

By Audrey J. Bernard
Film Reviewer

T

he hot stars of STX
Films’ Den of Thieves
steamed up the red carpet
at the star-studded Hollywood
premiere on Wednesday, January 17, 2018 at the Regal LA
Live Stadium in Los Angeles,
CA, but it was Curtis “50 Cent”
Jackson III’s adorable 5-yearold son Sire Jackson who stole
the show in his black tux.
Director Christian Gudegast
joined the stars of the film
– Gerard Butler, Pablo Schreiber, O’Shea Jackson Jr.,
Mo McRae, 50 Cent, Brian
Van Holt and Dawn Olivieri
(stunning in a sexy red gown)
– in having a funtastic time
flirting with fans and causing femalemonium to break out along
the way! This fast-paced movie
will draw you in from beginning
to end and the gritty cast will

Gerard Butler

have you rooting for both the
good and bad guys making this
movie worth twice the price of
the ticket! They play hard. They
party harder! Plus, the magnetic
music added another pulsating
dimension. Den of Thieves was
released on Friday, January
19, 2018 by STX Films to rave
reviews.
Den of Thieves is a gritty
Los Angeles crime saga which
follows the intersecting and
often personally connected
lives of an elite unit of the LA
County Sheriff’s Dept. and the
state’s most successful bank
robbery crew as the outlaws
plan a seemingly impossible
heist on the Federal Reserve
Bank of downtown Los Angeles. Nick O’Brien (Butler) is
the hard-drinking leader of the
Regulators, an elite unit of the
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s
Department. Ray Merrimen
(Schreiber) is the recently paroled leader of the Outlaws, a
gang of ex-military men who
use their expertise and tactical
skills to evade the law. O’Brien,
Merrimen and their crews soon
find themselves on a direct collision course as the criminals
hatch an elaborate plan for an
impossible mission.
Den of Thieves boasts a
creative team composed of:
Christian Gudegast (director);
Gerard Butler, Mark Canton,
Christian Gudegast, Ryan
Kavanaugh, Tucker Tooley, Alan Siegel (producers);
Christian Gudegast (story/
writer); Paul Scheuring (story); Cliff Martinez (music);
Terry Stacey (cinematogra-

Mo McRae

O’Shea Jackson Jr. with parents
O’Shea “Ice Cube” Jackson & Kimberly Woodruff

Ron J. Jackson

Maurice Compte, Mo McRae, Gerard Butler, Brian Van Holt,
Kaiwi Lyman

O’Shea Jackson Jr., Kimberly
Woodruff, Ice Cube

phy); Joel Cox (editor); and
Diamond Film Productions,
Tooley Productions, G-BASE
(production companies). (Photos by Getty Images for STX
Films)
About STX Entertainment
STX Entertainment STX
Entertainment is a fully integrated, diversified, global
media company designed from
inception to unlock value from
the 21st Century’s changed media landscape. STX specializes
in the development, production,
marketing and distribution of
talent-driven films, television,
and digital media content, with
a unique ability to maximize
the impact of content across
worldwide, multiplatform distribution channels, including
unparalleled global capabilities
O’Shea Jackson Jr., Javier Schreiber, Christian Gudegast, Curtis and direct passage into the China market.
“50 Cent” Jackson III, Gerard Butler

Pablo Schreiber

Tucker Tooley, Mark Canton, Sire Jackson, 50
Cent, Christian Gudegast

O’Shea Jackson Jr.

Gerard Butler, Morgan Brown 50 Cent, Christian Gudegast

Pablo Schreiber, Christian
Gudegast

Dawn Olivieri

50 Cent and son, Sire
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7th Annual Pre-Grammy Awards Managers’ Brunch honors Shaft

MAJOR, Ruben Rodriguez

Mona Scott Young, Michael
Blue Williams

Rodney Jerkins

Jessie Woo, Mona Scott Young

Mali Music, Ruben Rodriguez

Michael Blue Williams, Shaft,
Ruben Rodriguez

chael “Blue” Williams, founder and CEO of Family Tree
Entertainment, hosted the 7th
Annual Pre-Grammy Awards
Managers’ Brunch at Hunt &
Fish Club on West 44th Street
in NYC on Saturday January
27, 2018, which honored hip
hop game changer Shaft (KSR

Group), manager of 2-time
Grammy nominated and history-making artist, Cardi B, who
has taken the music business
by storm! Williams and Family
Tree are credited with having
managed some of music’s top
hip-hop and R&B talent such
as Outkast, Nick Cannon, Eric

Benet, Nas, and Monica. The
much buzzed about brunch
buffet— which included never-ending Mimosas — was attended by top entertainment executives and celebrities from all
coasts and genres of music that
mixed and mingled and placed
their bets on who would walk

away with Grammies. Some of
the guests in attendance included Mona Scott-Young, Killer
Mike, MAJOR, Mali Music, Rodney Jerkins, and
Ruben Rodriguez, CEO &
Founder, Ruben Rodriguez Entertainment. (Photos by Graeme
Leaf Photography)

By Audrey J. Bernard

n celebration of the 60 th
Annual Grammy Awards,
veteran talent manager Mi-

Jessie Woo

NEW YORK STATE

PROTECT YOUR SMALL BUSINESS FROM A LOAN
THAT COULD HURT YOUR BUSINESS

YOU’VE GOT A LOT OF THINGS TO WORRY ABOUT. NOW GETTING
THE RIGHT LOAN DOESN’T HAVE TO BE ONE OF THEM.
New York State is here to help you get the right loan for your business.
Visit our new website where you will find a list of responsible alternative lenders,
calculators to help you uncover hidden costs of various loans, a list of questions
every borrower should ask, and lots of other helpful information.

Visit esd.ny.gov/safe-loans
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On King Day, Kings of Kings
County Caution Trumpfoolery
illustrated by the borough’s
president added urgency to
political action.
Adams presented three images of magnified playing cards
from a 52-card deck. They were
the Queens of clubs, hearts and
spades. He said he
had once lost $100 on a
three-card Monty sleight of
hand trick he said he has never
forgotten or forgiven but was
sure the trickster might not
recall.
He likened the trickster to
President Trump. His technique, Adams claimed is distraction. According to the borough president “Donald Trump
is playing three-card Monty
– he has us so busy we are missing” the winning card.
Adams said the argument
about North Korea and other
Twitter feeds are only distractions. “It’s a game he wants you
focused on. He says craziness to
distract you. Stay focused.” His
sobering comments resonated
with many insulted by the recent anti-immigration quote the
president made about Haitians
and Africans.
It registered with teachers,
attorneys, nurses, transit workers, mothers, sons and daugh-

ters, fathers and grandparents,
students, maintenance workers,
and voters – many disappointed
with the direction the country
might be headed.
And his parody using blownup playing cards showing the
Queen lingered long past the
end of the ceremony with likely
future Kings of the borough.
Author Jelani Cobb, keynoted
the event emphasizing how
Haiti’s liberation from France
frightened European colonizers.
“Haiti sent shockwaves of
fear that led to America’s independence.” Cobb said it was a
fact history has left out in history books. He asked Haitians
in the audience to stand.
About Tr ump’s Afr ica
snub, Cobb said “No one can
talk about freedom” without
acknowledging that “Africa
provided the labor that built
America.”
Other speakers that took to
the stage included Katy Clark,
BAM president, Sen. Kirsten
Gilibrand, City Council speaker
Cory Johnson, Laurie Cuumbo,
Councilwoman and Majority
Leader.
Co u n c i lwo m a n C u u m bo praised women who have

Brooklyn Borough President Eric L. Adams displays three-card
Monty poster (Photo: Duane Coombs)

By Vinette K. Pryce
Special Assignment

W

h e n a wo m a n i n
the third row at the
Brooklyn Academy
of Music (BAM) took a knee
during the singing of the national anthem on the day honoring
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. it
clued the audience that the 32nd
annual tribute was going to be
significant and memorable.
It was both and became
more evident after some of the
titans of Kings County paid
tribute to the legacy left by Dr.
King on the holiday named in
his honor when they focused on
the current state of the union
after one year led by President
Donald Trump.
Brooklyn Borough President Eric L. Adams dutifully
served as master of ceremonies
inviting Eric Gonzalez, the
borough’s district attorney, Sen.
Charles Schumer, the senior
state senator, and Mayor Bill de
Blasio, all Brooklynites, powerbrokers and stakeholders who
in addition to praising King
opined about the current state
of national politics.

The Mayor offered encouragement and hope for the future, the top prosecutor reported
on his trailblazing role as the
very first district attorney in
New York to hire an immigration lawyer and Sen. Schumer
— who has only missed one of
the annual tributes held at the
landmark venue — harkened
back to a song by the Shirelles saying that “Mama Said
There’d Be Days Like This.”
The packed venue reverberated as the familiar lyrics
echoed throughout the crowds
singing the catchy verse. Sen.
Schumer’s most poignant statement though was his annual
reading of Dr. King’s “Letter
From A Birmingham Jail”
which the Civil Rights detailed
during confinement in the racist, southern environment about
why Blacks will not wait for
justice.
“Trump, we will not wait
for justice” the minority leader
of the US Senate ended his
reading. He received a rousing
applause for his mandate.
However, as entertaining,
poignant and relevant as the Community resident Yolande Leger displays IMPEACH poster
senator’s admonition, a caution (Photo: Vinette K. Pryce)

achieved despite pervasive unlevel playing fields. She hailed
the #MeToo Movement for enabling women to rid themselves
of guilt and shame. “Women
run the world,” she said.
She also said: “the need for
a woman to be president is crucial.” About her workplace she
added “There are 51 council
seats only 11 are women.”
She also hailed men. “Men
are so much more dynamic under the leadership of women.”
Throughout the program, a
super-sized image of Dr. King
stared off-stage. Native American singer Martha Redbone
backed by a six-member ensemble and two singers provided
roots and gospel renderings
that stirred the audience with
handclapping and thunderous
applause.
Brooklyn Interdenominational Choir also delivered
spirited and inspirational songs.
Award-winning Filmmaker/
Director Spike Lee’s 1997 film
— “Four Little Girls”—completed the day’s offering. The
film retraces the Sept. 15, 1963
bombing of a church in Alabama where four little, Black
girls were killed. Dr. King
eulogized the funeral.

AUDREY'S SOCIETY WHIRL
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Ma & Pa Williams joyfully await their bundle of joy!
BEACON, February 1 – February 7, 2018 newyorkbeacon.net

By Audrey J. Bernard
Society Editor

O

ne of my many jobs –
which I treasure most
— is when I can report
on something warm and wonderful and life-changing to
people I love. Like the co-ed
Baby Shower I attended honoring Aisha & Rodney Williams

Dr. Aisha Collins Williams, Rodney Williams, Dr. Mabel Williams, Jim Clerkin

at the beautiful Clover Club
in Brooklyn, New York on
Saturday, January 13, 2018.
The intimate baby bash was
attended by many of their family, friends and colleagues who
braved blistering cold weather
to wish the new parents lots of

love and happiness for their first
child. Don’t be too surprised
if you get miniature bottles of
Belvedere Vodka instead of
cigars from the proud father to
be who is a senior executive at Williams, and his former boss also attended. The countdown
the premium Vodka company. Jim Clerkin, president & CEO continues. (Photos by Audrey
Williams’ mom, Dr. Mabel Moet Hennessy North America, J. Bernard)
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#HotOffThePress

By Dedra N. Tate

HFAS gears up for its 9th year at
Harlem’s historic Riverside Church

T

Dedra N. Tate

he Harlem Fine Arts
Show (HFAS) brings The
Healing Power of Art to
the historic Riverside Church
(TRC) for its ninth anniversary
celebration, Thursday, February 15-18, 2018. The four-day
traveling exhibition and sale
of contemporary paintings,
sculpture and photography is
the largest of its kind featuring
art from the African Diaspora.
In keeping with its theme,
HFAS has once again teamed
up with the Brooklyn Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta, Inc. for their opening
night festivities, including a
Salute to African Americans in
Medicine. Twelve outstanding
medical professionals will be
honored and Lifetime Achievement Awards will be presented
to former U.S. congressman
Reverend Dr. Floyd H. Flake
and his wife Reverend Elaine
M. Flake of The Greater Allen A.M.E. Cathedral of New
York. HFAS will also present
its Lifetime Achievement Award
in Business to Ruth Clark and
its Lifetime Arts Achievement
Award to Frank Frazier.

Woodrow Nash Sculptures

Anwar Frazier

This year’s coveted HFAS
Art Exhibition & Sale will
feature the works of over eighty
artists and galleries including
Leroy Campbell Fine Art,
Woodrow Nash, E&S Galleries, Kevin Williams, Bryan
Collier and Water Kolours.
A new must-see addition is the
South African Art Exhibition
and Sale, by fourteen renowned
South African artists premiering their art work for the very
first time in the United States.
The artists are supported by the
Government of South Africa
and the South African Consulate General.
“This year’s recognition of
the The Healing Power of Art
is a reminder of how art permeates and enhances all aspects
of our lives,” explains Dion
Clarke, founder of the HFAS.
Reverend Michael Livingston, senior executive minister
of TRC states, “We are honored
to welcome this amazing art
show for a ninth consecutive
year and to fill our sacred space
with the beautiful and inspired
work of so many creative artists.”
HFAS recently shared a
sneak peak at some of the
amazing art that will be showcased during the show when
they partnered with PNC Bank
and Johnson & Johnson for
a Martin Luther King, Jr. /
Black History Month Diversity
& Inclusion employee event.
HFAS artists Michael Escoffery, Alyce Faye Jarrett, Cary
Michaels and Anwar Frazier were on hand and several
statues from Woodrow Nash
were on display. The mini art
exhibition and sale was followed by a screening of Henry
Louis Gates’ Finding Your
Roots and a panel discussion
on Unbiased Bias, moderated
by J&J’s Tonya Edmonds. The
panelists were HFAS honoree
Dr. Karen Young, medical
director of Maplewood Family
Medicine and Marsha Jones,
PNC’s executive vice president
and chief diversity officer. The
evening was a huge success
thanks to HFAS team members
Trey Brady, Porcia Gardner,
Cordelia Donovan and Dedra N. Tate; PNC’s Joseph

F. Whall, Kim Medina and
Chris Brown and J&J’s Timothy Brown.
Tickets for the Harlem Fine HFAS Raffle Prize Winners
Arts Show are currently on
sale and the exhibition is open
to collectors, art enthusiasts,
educators, students and tourists.
As a way of giving back to the
community, HFAS partnered
with a variety of organizations
who will co-host VIP fundraising events. They include Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
– Tau Omega Chapter; Can’t
Be Silenced, Inc.; Howard
University Alumni Club of
New Jersey; Ivy Enrichment
Fund, Inc.; National Black
MBA Association – Metro NY
Chapter; National Coalition of Dion Clarke, Tonya Edmonds, Marsha Jones, Dr. Karen Young,
100 Black Women – Bergen/ Timothy Brown, Chris Brown
Passaic Chapter, New York
Alumni Chapter of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.;
One Hundred Black Men of
New York; Sistahs in Business
Expo and the Universal Hip
Hop Museum. Tickets may be
purchased directly through each
organization to support their
fundraising efforts, For more
information visit www.hfas.
com. (Photos by: Dedra N. Tate)

About The 2018
Harlem Fine Arts
Show

Inspired by the Harlem Renaissance, HFAS provides a
platform for African Diasporic
visionaries as well as American
visual artists to exhibit and sell
their artwork. The Harlem Fine
Arts Show has also created
economic empowerment, educational opportunities, and professional recognition within the
multicultural community. First

Nanette Lee, Michael Escoffery, Kim Medina

Dedra N. Tate, Trey Brady, Pordia Gardner, Dion Clarke, Cordelia Donovan

held in February 2010 in New
York City, the Harlem Fine
Arts Show has attracted more
than 80,000 visitors to venues,
including Martha’s Vineyard,
Washington, D.C., Atlanta,
Chicago, White Plains and New
York City. Attendees include
collectors, art enthusiasts,
educato rs, st udent s, and
professionals.
Cary Michaels

Alyce Faye Jarrett

Dion Clarke, Dr. Karen Young, Joseph F.
Whall

By Victoria Horsford

WHAT’S GOING ON
BUSINESS MATTERS

NEW YORK, NY

Jesse Jackson’s 21st Annual
Wall Street Project Economic Education Summit convenes February8/9, at the Sheraton NY Times
Square Hotel. The Wall Street
Project Summit challengers Corporate America to end the multi
billion dollar trade deficit with
minority vendors and consumers..
Visit rainbowpushwallstreetproject.org.
American Express Chairman/
CEO Ken Chenault, 66, retires on
February 1. He has been a fixture

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Brian Benjamin

will be held at Dr. Muriel Petioni Plaza,
located at 203 West 146 Street. Call Rev
Charles Butler at 212.281.4887, X231.

THE USA AND BEYOND
Doug Jones, newly sworn in US Senator from Alabama, hired a Black chief
of Staff, Dana Gresham, a Washington,
DC insider, who worked for 8 years in
the Obama administration. What a difference a major Black turnout makes.
Gresham in the only Black chief of staff
for a Democratic Senator.
The Legal Defense Fund files lawsuit
on behalf of NAACP and its Haitian
members in response to the US Department of Homeland Security’s decision to
rescind the Temporary Protective Status,
TPS, designation for Haitian immigrants.
Lawsuit argues that the “DHA took irrational and discriminatory government
action denying Haitian immigrants their
right to due process and equal protection
under the Fifth Amendment.”
It is official the African Union AU
Diaspora headquarters to be based in
Accompong Jamaica, during the official
ceremony to mark the anniversary of
the signing of the Peace Treaty between
the Accompong Maroons–runaway enslaved Africans–and the British in 1739.

The same US President Trump
who referenced Haiti and Africa
and shitholes sent a 1/25 letter
to the AFRICAN UNION which
began. “ I offer my deepest compliments as you gather in Addis
Ababa for the 30th African Union
Summit. I salute the leadership of
Chairperson Moussa Faki in working to transform the Union into an
increasingly effective institution
to advance economic prosperity,
strengthen peace and security
and deliver positive outcomes for
Africa and the broader international community. I congratulate
His Excellency Paul Kagame on
his accession as Chairman of the

Assembly……” He continued The
US profoundly respects the partnerships and values we share with
the AU, member states and citizens across the continent…….”
Trump arrived in Davos for
the Economic Summit on 1/25,
with the memory of his “shithole
nations” fresh on conferees’ minds
fresh on the minds of most attendees. African heads of states from
South Africa and Zimbabwe were
in Davos. Trump did meet with
Rwanda’s Paul Kagame, who
heads the AU. Uganda’s President
Museveni allowed that Trump is
one of America’s best presidents
who speaks frankly to Africans.

ARTS AND CULTURE

Doug Jones

Accompong is a sovereign state inside
Jamaica, Caribbean nation. AU Diaspora headquarters opens in February.
The AU recognizes the Diaspora as the
6thRegionof the Union. .

FEBRUARY EVENTS
Harlem Fashion Week, the Fall/Winter 2018 edition, Uptown’s visual feast
returns with a vengeance, February 2-4
complete with industry bells and whistles. The HFW opening night charity
gala kicks off at the Renaissance Restaurant. There will be a Designer Meet and
Greet and HFW culminates with a uber
glam runway show at the Museum of
the City of NY, which includes RTW
and couture designed by emerging and
renown designers as well as Malcolm
X Legacy Collection, co-created by his
six daughters. Harlem Fashion Week is
produced by the Yvonne Jewnell NY
LLC. Visit Harlemfw.com
The Manhattan Cluster Faith Based
Organizations recognizes National Black
HIV/AIDS Awareness Day on Saturday, February 3 from 11 am to 2 pm, at
the Bethel AME Church, 60 West 132
Street, Harlem. Event includes a special
presentation by Thomas Allen Harris of
his film “About Face: The Evolution of a

for years as one of a handful of African Americans who run Fortune
500 companies. A Harvard Law
School graduate, Chenault started
working at AMEX in 1981. Last
week, Chenault was named to the
FACEBOOK Board of Directors,
a first for an African American.
According to the Executive Leadership Council, Blacks men represent 5.6% of Board memberships
and Black women represent 2.2%
of the Board memberships at Fortune 500 corporations.

Yvonne Jewnell

Black Producer;” a panel discussion
about HIV/AIDS, HIV and HEP C; and
a screening by Iris House. Light lunch
will be served Contact 212.862.0100.

PIONEERS: Reginald F. Lewis
And The Making Of A Billion
Dollar Empire,” is a documentary
that chronicles the life and legacy
of business titan/ philanthropist Reginald Lewis. A Harvard
Law School alum, Lewis rose to
prominence as a lawyer, venture
capitalist and leader of the global
food company TLC Beatrice International. The first American
to close an overseas billion dollar
leveraged buyout deal, acquiring
an unprecedented global conglomerate of 64 companies in 31 countries . Documentary celebrates the
30th anniversary of Lewis’ $985
million leveraged purchase of TLC
Beatrice International . Documentary airs dates 2/16, WLIW21 at 8
pm; 2/18, THIRTEEN, 7:30 pm;
2/24 NJTV at 7 pm. Available for
streaming nationally at thirteen.
org after 2/18. Visit reginaldflewis.com
Read Julani’s Cobbs 1/15/18
New Yorker Magazine insightful
essay, “ANNALS OF EDUCATION: Under Trump, A Hard Test
For Howard University.” Howard,
an HBCU gets 40% of its annual
operating budget, $221 million in
2016, from a congressional appropriation. In addition to the Howard
board, the faculty, students and the
ruling political leadership during
any 4 year period. These are perilous times for Howard, its President Trinidad-born Wayne. A.I
Frederick MD, a Howard alum, a
surgeon oncologist. Students spray
painted a campus wall which reads
“Welcome to the Trump plantation, Overseer: Wayne Frederick.”
Cobb walks the reader down history lane and Howard’s origins to
emphasize how perilous his course
is, keeping Howard’s doors open

Reginald F. Lewis

in the time of Trump. A really
interesting read.
This year is the 150th anniversary of the birth of entrepreneur Madame CJ Walker, America’s first
self- made woman millionaire.
The National Trust for Historic
Preservation announced plans
for a preservation easement for
Madam Walker’s Irvington, NY
estate, aka Villa Lewaro, which
was built in 1918. This protection
status mean that the mansion owners cannot make changes to the
property that destroys its historical
and architectural integrity. Villa
Lewaro current owners are Mrs.
and Ambassador Harold Doley
an African American couple, who
invested in extensive mansion restoration, after buying it in the 90s.
In Indianapolis where Walker
founded her storied business, a
$15 million renovation for the
upgrades and expansion of the
Madame C.J Walker Legacy Center, begins this year. It was made
possible by a Lilly Endowment
grant and the Center’s partnership
with Indiana University-Purdue
University.

A Harlem-based management consultant, Victoria Horsford can be reached at Victoria.horsford@gmail.com
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Freshman NYS Senator Brian Benjamin hosts a West Side Town Hall with
his constituents about what’s going in
Albany. Benjamin will give updates on
NYS Legislature re: bills he has introduced, his advocacy for criminal justice
reform, closing Rikers Island; prevention
of public pension funds being used to
invest in private prisons, the Governor’s
state budget and more. Town Hall will
be held on February 7, at 6:30 pm at
the Red Oak Apartments, 135 West
106 Street, Manhattan. RSVP to Neil at
212.222.7315
The Harlem Congregations for Community Improvement, HCCI, will host
Homebuyer Education Seminar Series
on February 1, 8,15, 22, from 6:30 to
8:30 pm. Courses run the gamut from
overview and money management to
mortgage products, credit/debit management, shopping for right house to mortgage process and fair housing. Courses
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At MSG

Mars and Lamar Stole the Grammys Show
By Mark Savage
BBC Music reporter

B

runo Mars won six Grammys in total–including
the top three prizes. Mars
and Kendrick Lamar stole the
show, and most of the awards,
at the 2018 Grammys. Mars
provided the night’s big upset, taking the Album of the
Year trophy that most critics
assumed would go to Lamar’s
rap tour de force, “Damn.” In
the end, voters found Mars’s
crowd-pleasing R&B more palatable, while Lamar dominated
the rap categories.
Mars left with six trophies
in all, including the three biggest prizes: Album of the Year,
Song of the Year and Record of
the Year. Speaking onstage, he
paid tribute to his fellow nominees, saying: “You guys are the
reason why I’m in the studio
pulling my hair out.”
He also told the story of
how, as a 15-year-old in Hawaii, he performed in a show
called The Magic of Polynesia,
singing songs by R&B writers
Babyface, Jam and Lewis and
Teddy Riley.
“I’ll be honest, I was incredible at 15,” he laughed, before
explaining how he’d wanted to
recapture the sounds of those
80s and 90s hits on his latest
album. “Those songs were
written with nothing but joy...
and that’s all I wanted to bring
with this album. Hopefully I
could feel that again and see
everybody dancing and everybody moving.” As well as the
star’s own prizes, his recording
engineers won a further award
for their work on the album.
Kendrick Lamar’s opening
number was a powerful, highly-conceptual performance.
The Compton-born star still

Bruno Mars holds his six Grammy Awards. Bruno MarsImage copyrightGETTY IMAGES

took home five trophies, including Best Rap Album, Best
Rap Song and Best Rap Performance.
He also opened the ceremony, in New York’s Madison Square Garden, with a
provocative, politically-charged
performance that featured contributions from U2 and Dave
Chapelle.
“I just wanted to remind the
audience that the only thing
more frightening than watching
a Black man be honest in America is being an honest Black
man in America,” observed
Chapelle in the middle of the
segment. Lamar’s victories
came at the expense of Rap Veteran Jay-Z and his soul-baring
album 4:44.
Jay-Z won none of his eight
nominations and chose not to
perform at the three-hour show.
But Lamar tipped his hat to the
elder star, declaring “Jay for
president!” as he collected the

Kendrick Lamar (center) surrounded by dancers while performing “Damn”

Best Rap Album award.
Alessia Cara won Best New
Artist–making her the only
female artist to win a major
prize. Lady Gaga, Kesha, Lorde
and SZA were overlooked,
with only 17 awards (out of a
total of 86) going to women or
female-fronted bands. Kesha’s
performance was an emotional
highlight of the show.
The imbalance was particularly incongruous on a night
that highlighted the #TimesUp
and #MeToo campaigns. Most
performers arrived for the show
wearing a white rose to symbolise their support for the
movements, which tackle sexual harassment and inequality.
Pop Star Kesha also gave a
powerful, stirring performance
of her single “Praying,” which
addresses her own experience
of surviving abuse. She was
backed by an all-star choir,
including Cyndi Lauper and
Camila Cabello, who were

dressed in white to reflect the
white rose campaign.
“We come in peace but we
mean business,” said R&B Star
Janelle Monae, introducing the
performance. “To those who
would dare try to silence us,
we offer two words: Time’s
Up. We say Time’s Up for pay
inequality, discrimination or
harassment of any kind, and
the abuse of power. Let’s work
together, women and men, as a
united music industry committed to creating more safe work
environments, equal pay, and
access for all women.”
Handwritten notes to the
victims in Las Vegas and
Manchester were displayed
on screens. The night’s other
pivotal moment was a tribute
to the music-loving victims of
the tragedies in Manchester and
Las Vegas.
Handwritten notes bearing
the names of the dead were
projected on the stage as coun-

try music stars Maren Morris,
Eric Church and Brothers Osborne performed Eric Clapton’s
“Tears In Heaven.” All three
acts played at the Route 91
Festival last October before
a gunman opened fire on the
audience, killing 58.
“All of country music was
reminded in the most tragic
way the connection we share
with fans and the loving power
that music will always provide,”
said Eric Church, choking back
tears. “We wanted to come together and honor the memory
of the beautiful, music-loving
souls so cruelly taken from us,”
added Morris.
The night also saw performances from Lady Gaga, Sam
Smith, Pink and Patti LuPone,
who sang Evita’s “Don’t Cry
For Me Argentina” as part of a
tribute to Andrew Lloyd Webber. Ed Sheeran, who could not
attend the ceremony, won two
prizes–Best Pop Vocal Performance for “Shape Of You” and
Best Pop Album for Divide.
There were also posthumous
awards for Leonard Cohen and
Actress Carrie Fisher, who won
Best Spoken Word Album for
the audio version of her memoirs, The Princess Diarist.

GRAMMYS 2018–
KEY WINNERS
Album of the Year: Bruno
Mars–24K Magic; Record of
the Year: Bruno Mars–24K
Magic; Song of the Year: Bruno Mars–“That’s What
I Like” Best New Artist:
Alessia Cara–Best Pop Album:
Ed Sheeran–Divide; Best Rock
Album: The War On Drugs–A
Deeper Understanding
Best R&B Album: Bruno
Mars–24k Magic; Best Rap Album: Kendrick Lamar–Damn.

Kesha and all-female singers belt out powerful arrangement of her single “Praying”

CELEBRATE BLACK HISTORYMONTH
Compiled by
Audrey J. Bernard

T

he Sheen Center for
Thought & Culture celebrates Black History
Month this February with
four special events featuring some t he preeminent
Black writers, artists and
activists of our time. Tickets/
reservations are available
online at SheenCenter.org,
and in-person at The Sheen
Center box office, or OvationTix.com.
The Untold Story Of Emmett Louis Till
A Discussion With Filmmakers Keith Beauchamp
And Frederick Zollo
Thursday, February 1
at 8PM in The Loreto Theater
Social filmmaking at its
most effective, Keith Beauchamp’s documentary reconstructs the infamously brutal
murder of the 14-year-old
African-American boy that
helped to usher in the American Civil Rights Movement.
A post-screening discussion
with Beauchamp and Frederick Zollo (Mississippi Burning, Ghosts of Mississippi),
who is currently turning the
documentary into a feature
film with first-time director
Whoopi Goldberg. Tickets:
$15
Race In America: Telling
Our Stories
A Conversation With
Sapphire, Major Jackson,
And Patrick Phillips
Tuesday, February 20
at 7:30PM in The Loreto
Theater
Stories can be drivers of
real change dur ing t hese
times of racial tension. A
conversation with readings
by author Sapphire (Push),
poet and professor Major
Jackson (Hoops), and poet
and author Patrick Phillips (Blood at the Root: A Racial Cleansing in America).
Moderated by Obie-winning
producer Kelley Nicole Girod (Fire This Time Festival). Tickets: $25
Little Rock
Excerpted Play Reading
And Panel Discussion Event
Thursday, February 22,
2018 at 3PM in The Loreto
Theater
This play by Rajendra
Ramoon Maharaj tells the
story of nine brave students
who wanted a better education at a white high school in
Little Rock, Arkansas at the
dawn of the civil rights move-

ment in 1957, three years
after the Brown v. Board of
Education Supreme Court
case. Little Rock became
ground zero in the fight to integrate public schools across
America. With the aid of an
emerging technology called
television, the world met a
brave and stalwart group of
black teenagers who would
become known as The Little Rock Nine, along with a
supporting cast including a
defiant Governor, a resolute
President, and 11,000 federal
troops.
Directed by the playwright
and produced by Rebel Theatrical Management, LLC,
this reading will consist of
excerpts from the play prior
to the full production at The
Loreto Theater this spring.
The event features a panel
discussion about a seminal
chapter in American history with panelists for the
post-reading discussion will
include Carlotta Walls, one
of the members of the Little
Rock Nine. Tickets are free.
RSVP required.
Jackie Robinson: The
Faith Behind The Legend
Author’s Night With Ed
Henry
Tuesday, February 27 at
7:30PM in The Black Box
Theater
J o i n Fox News’ ch i ef
national correspondent Ed
Henry as he discusses his
New York Times bestselling
book “42 Faith: The Rest of
the Jackie Robinson Story.”
Henry will be signing copies
of his book after. Tickets:
$10
The Sheen Center for
Thought & Culture is a
for um to showcase works
highlighting the true, the
go o d , a n d t h e b e a u t i f u l.
Located downtown on historic Bleecker Street, the
Sheen Center is a vibrant
new arts organization that
focuses on theater, music,
f ilm, and talk. A project
of the Archdiocese of New
York, the state-of-the-ar t
complex encompasses the
270-seat Loreto T heat re,
equipped with five-camera
high-definition live-stream
capability and a multi-track
recording studio; the 80-seat
Black Box Theatre; four rehearsal studios; and an art
gallery. It was named after
the late Archbishop Fulton
J. Sheen, best known for his
popular, inspirational radio
and TV ministry in the 1950s
and 60s.

About The Artists

Keith Beauchamp is a filmmaker based
in Brooklyn who investigated the murder
of Emmett Till, fifty years after Till’s death
in 1955. Beauchamp’s research eventually
led him to create the documentary film The
Untold Story of Emmett Louis Till, and the
reopening of the case by the United States
Department of Justice in May 2004. Beauchamp first encountered the Emmett Till
story at age 10 while looking through an
issue of Jet magazine. In 1996 he started
his own research, and found microfilm of
articles which listed witness who had not
been questioned by police, and references
to uncharged participants in the murder,
besides J.W. Milam and Roy Bryant, who
were found not guilty of Till’s murder, but
later publicly confessed. Through the help
of other researchers, Beauchamp contacted
witnesses, but he says that it was some years
before they trusted him enough to speak on
camera. Researching and creating the film
took nine years.
Kelley Nicole Girod is the founder
and Executive Producing Director of Obie
Award winning, The Fire This Time Festival. She is a 2008 graduate of Columbia’s
MFA playwriting program where she was a
Stein and Liberace Fellow, as well as a John
Golden Fellow. She was named Nytheatre.
com Person of the Year for her work on The
Fire This Time Festival, and is a part of the
Indie Theatre Hall of Fame. As a producer
her credits include Israela Margalit’s Get Me
A Guy, and Night Blooming Jasmine (both
at Horse Trade Theater); Louisiana Mon
Amour (Women Center Stage at Culture
Project); Thais Francis’s Outcry (Horse
Trade Theater, Jack). She is a mother to two
beautiful daughters, Penelope Evelyn and
Noelle Anamaria.
Ed Henry serves as Fox News Channel’s
chief White House correspondent. He joined
the network in June 2011.Throughout his
tenure at FNC, Henry has covered all major
news stories involving President Obama and
his administration. Henry has won numerous
journalism honors, including the Everett
McKinley Dirksen Award for Distinguished
Reporting of Congress and the White House
Correspondents Association’s Merriman
Smith Award for excellence in presidential
coverage under deadline pressure in 2008.
Henry also served in the prestigious post of
president of the White House Correspondents’ Association from 2012-2013, after
being elected in an unopposed election by his
peers in the White House press corps. Prior
to joining FNC, Henry was at CNN from
2004-2011, where he served as the network’s
senior White House correspondent and a
congressional correspondent. Henry began
his career working for Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist Jack Anderson and later joined
the newspaper Roll Call as a reporter, where
he rose to senior editor. He graduated from
Siena College with a B.A. in English.
Major Jackson is the author of four collections of poetry: Roll Deep, Holding Company, Hoops, and Leaving Saturn, which was

awarded the Cave Canem Poetry Prize and
was a finalist for the National Book Critics
Circle Award in Poetry. His poems and essays
have appeared in AGNI, American Poetry
Review, Callaloo, The New Yorker, Ploughshares, Poetry, Tin House, and in Best American Poetry. He is the recipient of a Pushcart
Prize, a Whiting Writers; Award, and has
been honored by the Pew Fellowship in the
Arts, and the Witter Bynner Foundation in
conjunction with the Library of Congress.
Rajendra Ramoon Maharaj is an Indo-Afro-Caribbean American artist, educator
and activist. Maharaj has authored several
plays, including Little Rock (2015 Barrymore
Award), Daisy, Grey and Twenty-Five, Hansberry/Baldwin (Semi-Finalist for the Eugene
O’Neil Playwright Festival.) Commissioned
Work: Diss Diss and Dis Dat, Grey and
Twenty-Five, Black Footnotes, Children of
the Dream. He is the former Artistic Director of New Freedom Theatre in Philadelphia
and has held artistic residencies with Alliance Theatre, Kennedy Center, Crossroads
Theatre, and Arkansas Repertory Theatre.
Maharaj is an alumnus of Lincoln Center
Directors Lab and TCG Young Leaders of
Color in the American Theater.
Patrick Phillips is the author of a book
of nonfiction, Blood at the Root: A Racial
Cleansing in America (W.W. Norton 2016),
and three poetry collections. His most
recent, Elegy for a Broken Machine, was
named a finalist for the 2015 National Book
Award in Poetry; his two earlier collections
are Boy and Chattahoochee. He is also the
translator of When We Leave Each Other:
Selected Poems of Henrik Nordbrandt. A
Guggenheim and National Endowment for
the Arts fellow, Phillips’ work has appeared
in many magazines, including Poetry,
Ploughshares, and The Nation, and his honors include the Kate Tufts Discovery Award,
a Pushcart Prize, and the Lyric Poetry Award
from the Poetry Society of America. Phillips lives in Brooklyn and teaches at Drew
University.
Sapphire is the author of two bestselling
novels, Push and The Kid. Push was made
into the Academy Award-winning major
motion picture Precious, and the film adaptation received the Academy Award for Best
Adapted Screenplay and Best Supporting
Actress. Sapphire’s work has been translated
into thirteen languages and has been adapted
for stage in the United States and Europe.
Her poetry, fiction, and essays have appeared
in The Black Scholar, The New York Times
Magazine, The New York Times Book Review, The Teacher’s Voice, The New Yorker,
Spin, and Bomb.
Fred Zollo is an American film and theatre producer. He has produced more than
100 plays in New York, London, and on tour.
Zollo is an 18-time Tony nominee, winning
the award six times. Frederick Zollo is best
known for his film work on Best Picture Oscar Nominees Mississippi Burning (1988),
and Quiz Show (1994).
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Calendar of events happening
during Black History Month
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Searing Expose’ Indicts Child Support System

By Kam Williams
Senior Movie Critic

“Where’s Daddy?”

T

We learn that celebrities
are not at all immune from
child support woes. To wit,
we hear from former Philadelphia Eagles receiver Arkansas Fred Barnett, Journalist/
Author Mister Mann Frisby,
Comedian J’Vonne Peterson
and Rap Artist Freeway. Again
and again, someone recounts a
nightmarish encounter where
he felt treated as if guilty ‘til
proven innocent.
However, this informative
documentary definitely takes
an even-handed approach, with
just as many criticisms being
leveled at deadbeat dads as
at money-grubbing moms.
Regardless, the upshot is that
many Black males find themselves dragged before judges
quick to jail any delinquent in
arrears for child support.
Besides airing the diametrically-opposed opinions of

oday, there’s a cultural
consensus that the criminal justice system aggressively targets and imprisons
African-Americans. Might the
family courts be just as racist
and rigged against Black men?
That is the question explored in
thought-provoking fashion by
“Where’s Daddy?” a sobering
indictment of the child support
system directed by Rel Dowdell
(Changing the Game).
Rel does double duty here,
moderating dozens man in the
street interviews, a la Michael
Moore, conducted with brothers and sisters embroiled in custody battles. His novel, in your
face style isn’t always comfortable, but it yields riveting raw
footage ranging from bitterness
about being locked up to tearful
testimony about baby-mamas
spending support payments on
Mercedes and their hair instead Young boy crying on “Where’s
of on their kids.
Daddy?” poster

Street scene from “Where’s Daddy?”

plaintiffs and defendants, Director Dowdell allows an array
of experts to weigh in on the
subject. Their insights are often
more enlightening, if a little
less passionate, as they are
able to reflect without axes to
grind. Among the luminaries
making appearances are Yesha
Ministries’ Bishop James D.
Robinson, Clinical Psychologist Dr. Kathleen Walls, Ph.D.,
and Attorneys Jermaine Harris,

Brian Gordon and Shanese
Johnson.
Perhaps most poignant are
the words of Professor Joel
Austin and Physician Ralph
Smith. The former describes
what it was like to be handcuffed and shackled in front
of his kids by sheriffs who
arrived at 5 in the morning to
arrest him.
Meanwhile, the latter is
inconsolable about being es-

tranged from his son solely
because of his ex-wife’s vindictiveness. A must-see expose’
suggesting justice ain’t blind,
but rather inclined to dispense
a color-coded brand of justice
when it comes to child support.
Excellent (4 stars). Unrated.
Running time: 105 minutes.
Production Studio: Artists
First / Dowdell Film Company.
Distributor: Breaking Glass
Pictures.

Mama Africa: Miriam Makeba
By Kam Williams

Z

enzile Miriam Makeba had the misfortune
of being born Black in
Johannesburg, South Africa
in 1932, which relegated her
to second-class citizenship.
In fact, she spent the first six
months of her life behind bars
with her mother, a Sangoma
(witch doctor), sent to prison
days just after her birth.
Luckily, her mom was also
an amateur singer, and that was
a gift Miriam inherited. She
married at 17 and had a child a
year later, but was soon abandoned by her abusive husband.
So, she started singing professionally to support her young
daughter.
After performing and recording with several different
bands, she found a measure of
fame as the lead singer of an
all-girl group called The Skylarks. Then, while on tour out of
the country in 1959, Miriam’s
passport was revoked after the
release in Italy of “Come Back,

Africa,” a secretly-filmed, anti-apartheid docudrama in
which she appeared.
Despite the ban, Miriam’s
career would catch fire while in
exile, with the help of such influential entertainers as Harry Belafonte and Sidney Poitier. Soon,
international audiences were
appreciating her unique sound,
an eclectic mix of Jazz, Pop and
traditional African tunes.
But because of the continued civil strife back in her
homeland, Miriam used her
platform to criticize the South
African government. In 1963,
she even testified at the United
Nations, imploring the organization to impose economic
sanctions on the country for
its imprisonment of attorney
Nelson Mandela and thousands
of other political activists lobbying for equality.
However, Miriam would
fall out of favor in 1968 after
marrying Stokely Carmichael,
the controversial leader of the
Black Power Movement. For,
she made many powerful en-

emies in the U.S. by virtue of
that union.
After all, it was one thing to
point out all the injustice in her
native South Africa, but quite
another to complain about the
mistreatment of African-Americans. Almost overnight, Miriam’s concerts were canceled
and her records were pulled
off the shelves, too. Hounded
by the FBI and her career ruined, she abandoned the States
with Stokely for Guinea, but
would have to wait for the fall
of the Apartheid regime to be
welcomed home with open
arms by outlawed freedom
fighter-turned-President Nelson
Mandela.
A fitting tribute to a rare talent who dedicated her life to the
liberation of oppressed people
all over the world. Excellent (4
stars). Unrated. Running time:
90 minutes. In English and
French with subtitles. Production Studios: Starhaus Filmproduktion/Millennium Film/
Marianna Films. Distributor:
ArtMattan Productions.
Zenzile Miriam Makeba
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THEATER TALK
‘Hallelujah, Baby!’ It’s a majestic Jule Styne celebration!
By Audrey J. Bernard

David Hancock Turner, Gerry
McIntyre

Hallelujah, Baby! Opening Night Curtain Call

Directed by Gerry McIntrye (Spamilton), making his
Mufti directing debut, and
with music direction by David
Hancock Turner (Desperate
Measures), the generously
gifted cast is led by Stephanie Umoh (York’s Jerry’s
Girls, Junk) as Georgina and
two-time Tony Award nominee Vivian Reed (Bubbling
Brown Sugar) as Momma,
with Jennifer Cody (Shrek,
T he Musical) as Mar y et

Margaret Styne, Phillis Newman, Amanda Green

Ray DeMattis, Betsy Di Lellio, Gerry McIntyre, Janine LaManna

Vivian Reed

Stephanie Umoh

Jennifer Cody

The cast and creative team of Hallelujah, Baby!

al., Randy Donaldson (The
Scottsboro Boys) as Tap, Bernard Dotson (Chicago) as
Tip, Latoya Edwards (Polkadots: The Cool Kids Musical) as Chloe et al.,  Michael
Thomas Holmes (Oklahoma!,
York’s Yank!) as Hutchinson
et al., Jarren Muse as Clem
and Tally Sessions (War Paint ,
York’s Yank!,) as Harvey. The
Production Stage Manager
is Robert Chikar with Assistant Stage Manager Zija

AlanH. Green, Tally Sessions,
Sierra Boggess

Lubin-West.  Casting for the
series is by Geoff Josselson.
Hallelujah, Baby! tells the
story of Georgina, an African
American woman on her journey to financial and social independence during the most tumultuous socio-political times
in U.S. history. A chronicle of
the African-American struggle
for equality during the first half
of the 20th century, Hallelu- David Hancock Turner, Stephjah, Baby! launched the career anie Umoh, Gerry McIntyre,
of Broadway and TV legend Margaret Styne, James Morgan

Richie Goods, David Hancock
Turner

Tina Fabrique, Vivian Reed, Raun Ruffin, Allison
Semmes

Randy Donaldson

Leslie Uggams. The rich score
includes “My Own Morning,”
“Talking to Yourself,” and “Being Good.” This presentation
marks the New York premiere
of the revised version that Laurents created for productions at
the George Street Playhouse
and Arena Stage in 2004 and
2005, with additional lyrics
by Amanda Green. (Photos by
Jennifer Broski)

Preston Ridge, Mark William, Vivian Reed, Richard
Ridge

Michael Thomas Holmes Mark William

Jarran Muse

Bernard Dotson
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T

he York Theatre Company (James Morgan,
Producing Artistic Director; Evans Haile, Executive
Director), dedicated to the
development of new musicals
and the preservation of musical gems from the past, has
brought back the 1968 Tony
Award winner for Best Musical,
Hallelujah, Baby!, with music
by Jule Styne, lyrics by Betty
Comden and Adolph Green,
and book by Arthur Laurents.
The play represents the first
of three shows in the Winter
2018 Musicals in Mufti Series
celebrating the work of composer Jule Styne. The musical began performances on Saturday
afternoon, January 27, 2018 for
11 performances only through
Sunday, February 4, 2018 at
the York Theatre Company at
Saint Peter’s (619Lexington
Avenue, entrance on East 54th
Street, just east of Lexington
Avenue), NYC. It was a reunion
at the play’s Opening Night on
Sunday, January 28 at 7:00pm
which was attended by Margaret Styne, Phillis Newman and
Amanda Green.

OFF-BROADWAY
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A Fine Show:

Josephine Baker
Comes to Life!
Josephine Baker (left) is played by Actress Tymisha Harris (right)

By Ernece B. Kelly
Drama Critic

T

he triple-threat Actress
Tymisha Harris—singing, dancing, and narrating—pulsates at the center
of the vibrant biopic-musical,
“Josephine.” (Audiences gave
her a well-deserved standing
ovation when the performance
ended. She admitted fears that
only 30 folks would show up!)
Opening with a thrilling
rendition of “Two Loves Have
I” sung in English and (impeccable) French, Harris quickly

moved to details of Baker’s
early life in St. Louis focusing
on the 1917 race riot during
which she recalls running for
her life. “Part of me seems to
think I’ve never really stopped”.
And highlights of her life
bear this out—acting in minstrel shows at age 15—fed
up with Jim Crow America,
she leaves—performing in
Paris where she felt “liberated”—joining Ziegfield Follies
in New York City only to be
booed—becoming a French
spy during WW II—adopting
12 children—and returning to
the United States to speak at
the 1963 March on Washington.
Thoughtful pacing by Director Michael Marinaccio
(Festival Producer of Orlando,
Florida Fringe) allows each
life event ample development
and Tod Kimbro’s musical
direction provides high quality
recordings to back-up Harris’
vocalizing.
Her slow, sensuous dance

performed with huge feathered
fans to Nat King Cole’s “Autumn Leaves” is alone, worth
the price of admission!
And it’s her performance
that beats at the heart of this 75
minute show.
Animated while singing, she
makes numerous, practically
seamless costume changes, toys
with male audience members
to their obvious delight, and
her vocal range allows her to
convincingly do the silly ditty,
“Don’t Touch Me Tomatoes”
(complemented by an equally
silly Carmen Miranda outfit)
then sing that powerful song
made famous by Billie Holiday,
“Strange Fruit.”
“Josephine” is a well-written, exquisitely performed story of an astonishing woman
challenging gender and race
expectations/barriers to live life
on her own terms. “Josephine”
is at the SoHo Playhouse in
Lower Manhattan and closes
on February 11th.

Marriage On The Beach
Compiled By Don Thomas

L

ovely Deminee Stanley, the Daughter of
Dr. Melvin “DOC”
Stanley former Big Red/
New York Beacon Sports
Editor, toasts with her Husband, Michael Linton on the
beach in the Cayman Island
after their wedding in on

New Year’s Day. The Newlyweds are the third of their
siblings and it’s the second
union of Lintons and Stanleys. Deminee’s older sister
Turkquoise is Goddaughter
of Basketball Legend Julius
(Dr.J) Erving and is married
to Michael’s older brother,
Chris. (Photo: TRUSTINGOD Images)
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party with the lower income (the
maintenance payee) according
to a formula, unless the parties
agree otherwise or waive this
right. Depending on the incomes
of the parties, the obligation
might fall on either the Plaintiff
or Defendant in the action. For
further details you should contact the clerk of the matrimonial
part, Supreme Court, 60 Centre
Street, Room 311, New York,
NY 10007 Tel (646) 386-3010.

DRL 255 Notice. Please be advised that once the judgment of
divorce is signed in this action,
both parties must be aware that
he or she will no longer be covered by the other party’s health
insurance plan and that each
party shall be responsible for
his or her own health insurance
coverage, and may be entitled to
purchase health insurance on his
or her own through a COBRA
option, if available.
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nature of this action is to dis1-800-214-6871
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Do you have chronic knee or parties on the grounds that the
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you may qualify for the perfect Plaintiff for period of at least one
brace at little to no cost. Get yours (1) year, pursuant to DRL Section 170(2). The relief sought is
today! 1-800-510-3338
a judgment of absolute divorce
Dealing with water damage in favor of the plaintiff dissolvrequires immediate action. Lo- ing the marriage between the
cal professionals that respond parties in this action. NOTICE
immediately. Nationwide and OF AUTOMATIC ORDERS.
24/7. No Mold Calls 1-800- Pursuant to domestic relations
law section 236 part b, sec. 2,
760-1845
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period of at least one year. Dat- of maintenance on income up
ed: 12/05/2017. New York, New to $178,000 to be paid by the
York. Yours etc., Spar & Bern- party with the higher income
stein, P.C., Attorneys for Plain- (the maintenance payor) to the
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NFL ratings down–Bets
up for SB XLII
By Andrew Rosario

S

unday, Super Bowl XLII
will take place in Minneapolis, Minnesota between
the New England Patriots and
Philadelphia Eagles. This coming on the heels of a report from
the Los Angeles Times that says
NFL ratings among NBC, CBS,
Fox and ESPN lost money as a
result of the decline.
It is not known whether the
Colin Kaepernick protest and
possible collusion with the
owners, who did not hire him,
played any or some part in the
decline. What is known is for
the second year in a row, the
networks who have paid more
than $1 billion for the right to
air the games, have lost money.
The concussion aspect of the
game, the conversation of social
impact by the league and its
players, seem to have added to
the decline. So when the game
kicks off at about 6:30pm EST,
millions of fans will tune in.
Many making wagers that a Las
Vegas bet shop estimates will
reach close to $4 billion.
That said, the Patriots have
been favored by 4 1/2 points
which may rise depending on
the availability of Rob Gronkowski. The "Gronk" suffered
a concussion in the AFC cham-

pionship game against Jacksonville and has been under the
league mandated concussion
protocol.
The Eagles meanwhile, are
saying all the right things as
they look to get revenge from
their 2005 loss to New England
24-21.
The Patriots are looking to
become the first team to win
back to back Super Bowls since
they did it in 2003-4. In the long
run, the Eagles defense will keep
them in the game and will give
them a chance to come out on
top. Tom Brady and their offense
will be too much in the end.
Commissioner Roger Goodell
will have to hand over the Lombardi Trophy for the second year
in a row to owner Robert Kraft
and head coach Bill Belichick.
Pat 27 - Eagles 20.
There will be no love lost
in the Tri-State area because
both Giants and Jets have a
heated, hated rivalry with both
the Eagles and Patriots. Giants
fans can take solace that the two
times the Giants faced New
England in the Super Bowl,
they came out on top. The first
time, the Patriots were looking
to become the first team since
the Miami Dolphins to go undefeated winning their first 17
games. Big Blue denied #18.   

Will the Gronk be effective

Andrew
Rosario,
Sports
Editor

The sports truth
By Andrew Rosario

T

his past sports week saw
a star basketball player
traded, a player suffering
a season ending injury and a
team making a roster move in
hopes of righting their struggling season.
The Los Angeles Clippers
traded star guard Chris Paul to
Houston before the start of the
season sending a signal to their
fan base they may be rebuilding
for the future. Even with Paul,

to make the playoffs...
Injuries are a part of what
teams have to deal with during
the 82 game schedule. The New
Orleans Pelicans are that team
as Demarcus Cousins ruptured
his Achilles Tendon last Friday
and is done for the year.
This time last year, Cousins
was informed after the All Star
game in that city that he was
traded by the Sacramento Kings
pairing him with Anthony
Davis. The team struggled as
both adjusted on both sides of

Lue Shakes Up The Cavs

the team would have had a hard
time making the playoffs in the
stacked western conference.
Now with them trading
Blake Griffin to the Detroit
Pistons, they all but sealed
their post season fate in a move
that caught the NBA landscape
by surprise. On the flipside, it
gave Detroit a legitimate shot
at making the playoffs if Griffin
can fit into the system run by
Stan Van Gundy. The team is
also hoping that adding Griffin
would help with the fan base
as they struggle to put fannies
in the seats. They are currently
19th in the league in home attendance. The Pistons have lost
8 games in a row but are only
4 games out of the last playoff
spot. Van Gundy will have his
work cut out for him integrating
Griffin into their system. As
President of basketball Operations, Van Gundy's job status
could be in jeopardy if they fail

the ball. Now the front office
has to decide what they will do
with Cousins as he will be an
unrestricted free agent. Do they

offer him a max contract or lose
him without getting anything in
return. Other players have suffered the same injury and have
come back. Only time will tell
how Cousins he will respond.
Picked by Le Bron James to be
an All Star starter, Cousins is
replaced by Paul George who
many felt was snubbed in not
getting selected.
The game will be played
in Los Angeles next month...
That struggling team, James'
Cleveland Cavaliers have been
trying to figure out a line-up
that can be consistent. Head
coach Tyron Lue has been at a
loss as the team lost 10 of 13
games recently. Players called
out Kevin Love recently in a
players meeting after losing to
Oklahoma City. Love claimed
he was ill and returned home
after the loss. Last Thursday,
Lue looked to shake things up
by benching starter Jae Crowder
and put Tristan Thompson back
in the starting line-up. The
move puts Love back in his
natural position hoping he can
return to All Star form.
The organization shocked
the basketball world when
they traded Kyrie Irving to
the Boston Celtics for injured
Isaiah Thomas who did not
play until December. He has
been coming off the bench but
has not provided a spark to
the struggling offense. After
taking out the Pistons at home
Sunday, Cleveland traveled
to Detroit Tuesday night facing Blake Griffin in his Pistons
debut. Currently in third place
behind Boston and Toronto, the
Cavaliers are hoping the change
in the line-up will turn their
season around.   

recently signed Danny Espinoza who posted a .173 batting
average last season and has
failed to bat over .209 since
2015. Tyler Wade who was less
than impressive last year in his
short time along with rehabbing
Gleyber Torres and defensively
questionable Miguel Andujar
are all possibilities for the Pinstripers. One thing is for sure,
Starlin Castro's .300 average, 16
homeruns, and team leadership
will be missed.
Whenever a player of any
caliber changes leagues the first
question is will he be as effective. In the case of Giancarlo

Stanton, not to be too Maury
Povich like, he will be a success. In 20 interleague games
last season Stanton bashed 7
homeruns while maintaining a
.329 batting average and knocking in 17 runs.
Baseball Reference has given it's official 2018 projection
on Stanton: 593 at bats, .264
batting average, .568 SLG,
.352 OBP, 43 homeruns, 104
RBI. Coupling Stanton with
the reigning American League
Homerun Champion and Rookie of the Year, some might say
these are modest estimates but
at year's end a 40-100 season

could be plenty enough to get
the Yankees where they want to
go in 2018.
There is talk every off-season over the concern with
the Yankees pitching staff
but that was not a problem in
2017, regular or postseason.
It was, can the Yankees score
enough runs against elite
pitchers and will the acquisition of an MVP candidate
mask the glaring weakness
the New York Yankees have
created at second base? That's
what really keeps GM Brian
Cashman and Yankee fans
awake at night.

Cousins Done For The Year

Blake Detroit Bound

Who's on second for the Bombers
I

By Joshua Garcia

t is not so often that the
baseball and entertainment
world collide so perfectly as
they did in Abbott and Costello's baseball sketch comedy
show in 1936. The question
was, who's on first? For the
2018 New York Yankees there's
much more curiosity abound
but first, who's on second?
With all the excitement
after the acquisition of National League MVP Giancarlo
Stanton, nobody has stopped to
answer that Abott and Costello-esque question of who's on

second. Peruse any blog or
tune in to sports talk radio and
there's no shortage of armchair
managers declaring where and
who will be at the top of the
order, but no word on a second
baseman.
Of the utmost concern is
how the Yankees performed in
2017 when Starlin Castro who
was dealt to the Marlins for
Stanton went down to injury.
If there were a single turning
moment where the Yankees
missed their opportunity to take
the division last season, it was
during Castro's absence.
Options as they sit now are

